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Abstract
I have designed and implemented an application for collaborative work and socializing for 
the design group at the Institute for Informatics (IFI) at the University of Oslo (UIO) and this 
thesis will present the results of my particular design and the accompanying design proc-
ess. The thesis was written to find out how to improve collaboration and socialization with 
design group by undertaking a groupware development project.
The process followed software engineering procedures, and my approach was user ori-
ented, favoring user collaboration and progress measured in features produced. The users 
work patterns and the environment was studied and technologies were researched to see 
how the project could be solved. Existing groupware solutions were also considered. 
An initial prototype was implemented and evaluated, but did not catch the interest of the 
users, even though the group wanted the project to happen and was enthusiastic about it. 
After developing another prototype evolving the features of the first one into features that 
were usable, more work was put into user-developer interaction analysis. The design 
process did not go as expected, with the users reluctant to commit to the project and pro-
vide necessary feedback. This behavior common as many software projects do fail. 
The thesis then explores the reasons why this behavior occur and I argue concrete actions 
that must take place with the design group to create a creative working environment for the 
people there and future students. Initiatives to increase user awareness and group identity 
along with a systematic approach to support software engineering are recommended.
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1. Introduction
The Internet was created for the sole purpose of collaboration between researchers and 
exchange of information. As it became publicly available everyone could share information 
electronically. The need for better interfaces to facilitate communication and collaboration 
emerged they are called groupware applications. Today, millions of people socialize and 
collaborate using computers and the Internet through these interfaces. The vast numbers 
of users increases demands to evolve and create something better. 
Groupware applications today are advanced, robust, scalable and easy to use. Research 
in the area has grown exponentially since the 1970ʼs. Standardization, free open source 
initiatives, and commercial actors pushes the development further. The fieldʼs driving force 
is the ever changing technology. At a furious pace, it opens for new possibilities all the 
time. 
The Internet of today has taken a giant leap forward with the advent of rich Internet fea-
tures. Applications that were only available on the desktop have been moved on to the 
web taking full advantage of the Internetʼs underlying collaboration structure. Since the 
transition to the web is quite recent, there are many applications that are obsolete or could 
be improved. As always there are possibilities to create something new, using the powerful 
tools now available.
Design of groupware has many aspects. Technology and technical possibilities are only a 
small part of it. The word groupware implies that there are many people using the software 
as a basis for collaboration. People differ in moods, feelings, social and technical abilities, 
habits, and they have different interests and goals. When one enters a group as a group-
ware developer, one must build a creative working environment to accompany the design 
process. The ability to adapt instantly to the users and the environment is important, and 
requires skill interacting with people and groups.
What I have learned while working on this thesis is what the entire design process look like 
and what factors that come in to play. In addition to creating a modern and powerful 
groupware application, I had to pay attention to user-developer relationships, meet expec-
tations from the people involved, follow the design process and its life cycle models, and 
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learn about innovation versus tradition and other deeper motivational factors that ensure 
the success of a professional software engineering project.
The research in this thesis is about, but not limited to, finding the most suitable groupware 
platform for the group. Which features will allow the group to collaborate effectively? If no 
such features can be found, how can the group provide the basis for adopting groupware 
for effective collaboration?
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2. Background
2.1 Collaborative software
Collaborative software, more commonly know as groupware, aims to help people involved 
in a common task achieve their goals (Collaborative software, 2007). It is the basis for 
Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) (Computer supported cooperative work, 
2007). CSCW can be defined as the understanding of the way people work in groups with 
the enabling technologies of computer networking, and associated hardware, software, 
services and techniques (Computer supported cooperative work, 2007). The following il-
lustration, called the CSCW matrix, explains the space and time relationship with different 
kinds of collaborative software.
Figure 2.1: The time and space groupware matrix (Computer supported cooperative work, 
2007). The figure explains the relationship between when and where and suggests which kind of 
groupware that is the most suitable in that environment.
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The figure illustrates the fact that there many different kinds of groupware. There have 
been developed thousands of applications to support this, and it has been done in an infi-
nite number of ways. Because of the vast number of possibilities, there are still many ways 
in which to explore new groupware designs.
All groupware where the users are not in the same place rely on the internet no matter if 
the communication is synchronous or asynchronous. The very idea behind the internet 
was collaboration and it has functioned like since its creation (Internet Society, 2007). 
There are two kinds of groupware application platforms. One are the desktop based appli-
cations which are downloaded, installed and run locally on each computer. Each user has 
its own copy. The other ones are the web based applications. They are run on a web 
server (a program that acts as a host for the application) and is accessed through a web 
browser (Jazayeri, 2007). It also can distribute tasks and data to several locations distrib-
uting the application making it more stable, secure, faster, scalable and accessible. Inter-
net applications are the most interesting and the focus of my research. When using web 
based applications, collaboration is automatically taken care of because all the information 
is stored and accessed at the same place (the web server). The group is already using 
email, wikis and web publishing which are all web based or have web interfaces, so this is 
a platform that they are used to. 
According to Preece et al. (2007, p. 136), there are three kinds of social mechanisms that 
that facilitates communication and collaboration in groupware. They are:
• Conversational mechanisms to facilitate the flow of talk and help overcome conversa-
tional breakdowns.
• Coordination mechanisms to allow people to work and interact together.
• Awareness mechanisms to find out what is happening, what others are doing, and to let 
others know what is happening.
Among these three bullets is the domain of my research. Any features that will be devel-
oped will be based on one or a combination of these.
2.2 Interaction design
How would I go about to design and implement a system? There is much theory regarding 
this and its field is called interaction design (ID). Preece et al. (2007, p. 6) describes ID as 
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designing interactive products to support the way people communicate and interact in their 
everyday and working lives. Put another way Preece et al. (2007, p 7) they say it is about 
creating user experiences that enhance and augment the way people work, communicate, 
and interact. When designing an application you are designing it for the users, not yourself 
(Apple, 2006). The interface between the user and the computer is your application. Also 
according to Apple (2006), the main goals of any application should comply to “the charac-
teristics of great software”. Even if they are written with Appleʼs operating system and ap-
plications in mind, they very much apply to any application, being web based or desktop 
based. The comments at each bullet are transposed to fit into a more general context. 
These are the bullets that are the most relevant to my research.
• High performance. The application should respond to the users and seem fast and effi-
cient. Make use of modern APIs. The modern framework and APIs will support the latest 
in efficiency and will be optimized compared to older APIs. Polling and unnecessary data 
input output (IO), should be avoided as this wastes bandwidth and increases overall per-
formance and response times.
• Ease of use. You should strive to find elegant solutions to complex problems. Compo-
nents of the interface should be consistent and familiar. Dangerous actions should be 
warned about and options that are not relevant should be eliminated or disabled depend-
ing on current context. Making the interface familiar can be addressed by introducing in-
terface metaphors. For instance, the business metaphor is used to portray users of the 
system and the paper document metaphor to input text to the system. 
• Attractive appearance. Appeals to the user and increases interest around it, and will 
therefore be more enjoyable to use.
• Reliability. It is important that the program behaves as the user expects. “The same set 
of actions should generate the same results each time”. Avoid dangerous situations lead-
ing to data or state loss. Anticipate errors and, if possible, correct them. Part of reliability 
is to validate input, which is extremely important in web applications as they are a huge 
source of security flaws (Owasp, 2007).
According to Preece et al. (2007 p. 20), the application should be 
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• Effective to use. The application should do what it is supposed to do. 
• Efficient to use. The features of the application should easily enable the users to accom-
plish their tasks.
• Safe to use. Mechanisms to prevent data loss or unwanted behavior should be present.
• Having good utility. Do what the application is supposed to do in a well designed and 
elegant way. Take away elements that ruin the user experience.
• Easy to learn. Enable users to understand the interface immediately just by looking at it.
• Easy to remember how to use. Do not use too many elements or apply different func-
tions to similar elements. Avoid confusing the users in any such way.
Some of these last points are the same points as in Apple (2006), but the rest comple-
ments each other. The goal when using these guidelines is to create a good user experi-
ence. The user experience is how the application feels when using it. It is subjective and is 
the flow, effectiveness, usefulness and look-and-feel of the application (Preece et al., 
2007). These feelings can be positive and negative and are subjective qualities about how 
the user feels about the application when interacting with it. Examples of these are as laid 
out in Preece et al. (2007, p. 26) are:
• Satisfying
• Pleasurable
• Exciting
• Helpful
• Motivating
• Aesthetically pleasing
• Supportive of creativity
• Cognitively stimulating
• Fun
• Provocative
• Surprising
• Enhancing sociability
• Annoying
As you can see, these examples play out on all the human feelings and senses. It is cogni-
tion, the mental action or process of acquiring knowledge and understanding through 
thought, experience, and the senses (McKean, 2005).
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2.3 The development cycle
According to Preece et al. (2007, p. 17), the process of interaction design involves four ba-
sic activities:
1. Identifying needs and establishing requirements for the user experience.
2. Developing alternative designs that meet those requirements.
3. Building interactive versions of the designs so that they can be communicated and as-
sessed.
4. Evaluating what is being built throughout the process and the user experience it offers.
These are not necessarily to be performed strictly in this sequence, but each one informs 
each other and are to be repeated or iterated upon. These activities and variations around 
them make out life cycle models in interaction design. A life cycle model is used to capture 
a set of activities and show how they are related (Preece et al., 2007). There are many 
other models and itʼs all up to the design team to find out which one suits them best for 
each project. It might be a choice based on environmental factors, personal preferences or 
experience. I mention two models below. They are two extremes, the first one is process 
based and is tried out and tested. The second one is a more modern approach and is the 
result of many years of research within the field of life cycle models. The variety of existent 
models are enormous, but they build on the four points above.
All the life cycle models have one primary goal: To help complete the project within budget 
and schedule.
2.3.1 The waterfall model
According to Preece et al. (2007), the waterfall model was the first model generally known 
in software engineering and provides the basis of many other life cycle models. It is com-
posed of steps that are similar to the ones above and results in a model like the one in the 
figure below.
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Figure 2.2: The water wall life cycle model in software engineering. It starts at the top and finishes 
each step before continuing to the next. (Waterfall model, 2007)
In this model, each of the steps are completed before moving on to the next step making it 
strictly sequential. For example, requirement analysis has to be finished before design can 
begin. The waterfall model wants to ensure that each step of the design process is 100% 
correct. This alleviates later stages of common problems like finding a problem with the 
design when implementing. When the design is bullet proof, all the later stages are easier 
and less error prone (Waterfall model, 2007).
As far as documentation goes, this is also well supported within this model. Putting an em-
phasis on documentation will make the project more stable if members leave or the staff 
need reorganizing.  Because everything is designed (documented) at the beginning of the 
project, new members can easily read up on the ideas behind the project. The model 
should fit in nicely where requirements are not likely to change and where it is possible 
that one fully can understand every aspect of the project at every stage of it. Because 
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every stage is so well defined and the borders between them are clear, it is easy to follow 
progress and see which mile stones are reached (Waterfall model, 2007).
It is argued, however, that it is impossible to predict every aspect of a project phase and 
get it perfected before moving on to the next. It is more natural to be able to go back and 
change requirements as they are tested. Many users would say they want one thing, but 
when they try it, they want something else. Other than that it is impossible to separate 
each stage and move on to the next, risk management, being able to respond to change, 
management control and bad utilization of worker skills are being mentioned as problems 
with this model (Waterfall model, 2007).
This approach was not designed to review and evaluate with the users in the design proc-
ess (Preece et al., 2007, p. 449). Many times the requirements will change due to changes 
in the environment. A project can last for years, and if there are many requirements that 
never amount to anything, the project will be expensive and the customer will not be 
happy. For projects that are done without the need for user interaction and chances for 
changing the requirements are small, the waterfall model is a good enough choice. How-
ever, since the focus on users became stronger and stronger there are today many alter-
native approaches to development.
2.3.2 Agile development
As the focus on the users became more important, a new breed of user centered models 
emerged (Preece et al., 2007, p. 450). One of them is agile development.
Agile development has its root in the agile manifesto (The agile manifesto, 2001). That is 
an online document that starts with the following statement:
“We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others do it. 
Through this work we have come to value: 
Individuals and interactions over processes and tools 
Working software over comprehensive documentation 
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation 
Responding to change over following a plan”
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This means that you are to design the application by asking the users what they want. 
Then you quickly implement it and evaluate it. If the user donʼt like it, change it quickly and 
reevaluate it. Together with the users, you do short iterations of requirement analysis, im-
plementation and evaluation. 
Being agile, being able to change things quickly and easily, result in working software that 
you are sure people like because they have been involved throughout every step of the 
design process, and for each step you test it and try it so that you know it works. This is 
incorporating risk management. You donʼt waste time writing code the customer doesnʼt 
want later.
Using an approach like this supports dynamic development and events that canʼt be fore-
seen. This, however, does not mean that you are supposed to leave out planning, which 
still is important. There is a real danger that following a set path and being structured is 
difficult using agile development, especially when the developer has no prior experience 
with it. The project can still be underestimated, the point is to be able to respond to change 
and in that way be more effective.
Each iteration consists of planning, requirements analysis, design, coding, testing, and 
documentation (Agile software development, 2007).
2.4 Content management systems
A content management systems (CMS) is a tool that allows you to create, edit and find in-
formation about your organization. A typical use would be to use such a tool to manage 
your web site. An interface for authoring is provided and whatever you want to publish is 
stored in a database instead of statically in the text of the HTML source code. 
The aim of a CMS is to make it easier to update your site and at the same time provide 
consistency and control. To aid in this, normally there is an administration interface where 
you can add or remove data. When finished, the web site will be updated and the pages 
will reflect the changes. The administration interface must contain a way of inputting text, 
like an editor or a text area. The changes should be tracked and made searchable.
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2.5 Available software
The possibility for richer web applications moves many of the applications that previously 
were only usable on the desktop onto the web. Tasks like text editing, messaging and file 
sharing all have web clients. The point of this move is accessibility. You no longer need to 
install a program on each computer, it doesnʼt matter which platform you are on, and it 
doesnʼt matter where you are geographically. Since all of your collaborators have this 
common access point to read and write information it supports collaboration in a new way. 
Instead of making everyone store a copy locally on each of their workstations and share it 
manually user to user, all the information is stored and retrieved in one location. This 
makes it easy to share any kind of files or send messages involving huge groups of peo-
ple. 
Figure 2.3: On the left: Using desktop application information flow, each user keeps a private copy 
that must manually be shared. This may lead to errors and makes it hard to keep track. On the 
right: Using web based information flow, it is easy to share, work on the same documents and keep 
track as there is one common access point for input and output.
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Even if not all applications are suited for the web environment, the web based applications 
are here to stay and heir number is growing by the minute. They often aim to be module 
based providing functionality on demand and each module is designed to work together 
with the other. Since they are online, other online resources can be contacted and work-
flow may then be distributed.
One of the best known examples is Google Apps (Google Apps, 2007). They provide a full 
office suite with a text editor (Google Docs) where you can collaborate on projects using 
groups, share files and images, do version handling, email with integrated chat (Google 
Mail), voice over ip (VOIP) (Google Talk) and more. These are all backed by the powerful 
Google search engine and coupled with their advertising. They are working hard integrat-
ing their solutions and making them customizable to attract businesses. Best of all, itʼs 
free. Many businesses today use Googleʼs solution for all collaboration and information 
sharing. 
A brand new and novel approach is the online operating system. It is web pages based on 
recent developments in web technologies that contains applications such as those in Goo-
gle Apps and mimics a real operating system by providing a platform and a desktop. Any-
one can develop applications and add them as they are made using open frameworks. To 
use them, all you need is a browser and an internet connection. The power of accessibility 
and the built in collaborative possibilities of the internet is what makes this approach inter-
esting. Desktop sharing, as is possible in desktop operating systems, is performed by sim-
ply logging into the online operating system. One must keep in mind, however, that the 
“online operating system” is just a concept. It is really just an abstraction layer built on top 
of normal web pages to make it look like and behave like a real operating system. The in-
teresting part is that the only processing that is done locally is rendering the pages in a 
browser. Everything else is done on the web server. In the future, it might be possible to 
see online operating systems hosted on vast arrays of supercomputers giving you all the 
power you need without buying an expensive machine (Web operating system, 2007). 
As an example I will mention is YouOS (YouOS, 2007). It contains applications you will 
normally find in an operating system like a text editor, chat client, file browser and many 
more. In addition you have a desktop that acts like a wrapper binding all the online appli-
cations together. You can add friends and it is very easy to share desktop as it is just a 
web site and all you need is an internet connection. However, this is currently software in 
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its alpha stage and itʼs not supported or guaranteed to work yet. The power of module 
based customization and the ability to share anything in a product like this, even your 
whole “operating system”, is enormous. 
2.6 Socializing with groupware
Software like instant messengers, VOIP, chat and other communicative applications are 
meant to be for both social and professional communication. It works by letting all the us-
ers register, and you add your friends and colleagues making you able to talk with them if 
they are online. It is free of cost and is not as intrusive and instant as a phone call. The 
biggest drawback is that you need to install the application and the protocols on which the 
applications operate are often closed and proprietary. It is difficult to communicate across 
different networks.
Online authoring tools like CMS, blogs, wikis and forums are in many ways social. Using 
online web applications like these, you can discuss and comment on articles making it 
evolve and grow dynamically. Traditional web sites have been static. These techniques 
have been adopted by online news providers, making it possible to comment on news arti-
cles. Getting the usersʼ views can be invaluable to a site developer. They can comment on 
things regarding the design or the content itself. Purely social web sites have appeared 
recently. Sites like Facebook (Facebook, 2007), Twitter (Twitter, 2007), Myspace (Mys-
pace, 2007) and many others. According to List of social networking websites (2007), 
some of the social networking sites each has millions of users worldwide. Some of these 
are niche applications that attract users from homogenous segments like college students, 
people with the same background, interests or other special preferences. There are oppor-
tunities to track down old friends and learn about them, find new friends and associates, 
keep your friends even how peripheral they are and send messages back and forth. The 
ability to create groups and send mass messages using email or other protocols is a really 
powerful way of communicating and is quite effortless. When you have friends from all 
over the world, the world really seems smaller. These networks have had and will have a 
tremendous impact on peopleʼs lives.
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2.7 Why create yet another solution
So amongst these infinitely many possibilities, where does my application fit in? Which of 
these theories and methods are applicable; is it possible to create something novel? 
Definitely, there will always be room for a better or different solution in software engineer-
ing. Designing an application for everyone is not easy, if not impossible. Most software out 
on the market already aims to work for any number of users and to work for arbitrary com-
puting environments. Many businesses and organizations are moving their data and infor-
mation flow onto computers and the web and you will have thousands of different users all 
with different needs. This is why customizability and support for “tailoring” is important. My 
application is initially meant to support 12 users which all have a fiber optic 100Gb local 
internet connection and a huge machine park. Special conditions allows for special solu-
tions as long as scalability is not compromised. Any of the different ways of communicating 
can be evolved or combined into something to fit the needs and wants of the group you 
are working for and the solution can be optimized to better adapt to the environment. Most 
web applications can be created using open framework and tools, and they are increas-
ingly powerful, so it is just your imagination stopping you. 
Finding and learning a system is time consuming, and someone needs to be responsible 
for it. If the group had gone shopping for a new groupware for the group, making the group 
want to use it and convincing all the members of the group that they need it or that the 
group needs is, can also be difficult and time consuming. There are absolutely no guaran-
tees, even among all the different possibilities, that there is a piece of groupware suitable 
for the group. Technology changes at a furious pace, and software developed 2 or 3 years 
ago, may already be obsolete or lack important features. Creating something new is a real 
alternative, and worth exploring. 
This is why the group should create yet another solution:
• They get it tailored to meet their exact needs, not too much, not too little.
• Development is free, no licensing, development costs or other expenses.
• They can create something new, something better than everything else, something that 
truly makes working easier.
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• The design process will reveal the status of the group both in how they collaborate and 
socialize. Problems within the group may surface and open up discussions. They will 
learn a lot about the group and get to know each other better.
• The application will be sure to incorporate the latest technologies and frameworks. New 
inventions and possibilities are available. Older solutions may be difficult or impossible to 
update.
• They can decide in which direction it should evolve. The people that creates the software 
they currently use could take new versions in the wrong direction or cease development 
so you are forced to find something new. 
• They know and own the code. There is a possibility to spawn commercial products from 
the finished software.
• They create expertise in their environment and get to try out different ways of doing ID. 
The developers that work on the project will learn a lot and provide valuable feedback 
through their research. The group will gain knowledge within all the fields that the devel-
opment process concerns.
• They get something that is consistent and compatible if it includes everything they need 
and nothing more. Most applications out there are built for a general audience.
• It will make them know each other better by means of socializing and sharing informa-
tion.
• Observe continuity and creativity as the project changes developers, technologies, fea-
tures and functionality. The process from idea to production mode is full of things to study 
and build on.
• As far as interaction design is concerned, since the test group is so small, it is easy to 
implement and try out the effects of new and experimental designs and ways of interact-
ing with other people electronically. Could be seen upon as a digital playground for the 
group. 
Even if the design process does not lead to anything, and the project fails, it will reveal 
many useful things that may lead the way for other projects in the future. There are proba-
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bly many more reasons to do the project that will surface during the design process and in 
conversations between the ones involved. 
2.8 Theoretical aspects of behavior of the users
When designing an application, the users are the ones you are designing for (Apple, 
2006). They are your customer. They should get what they are paying for. This is not, 
however, always possible to deliver due to behavioral elements in user-developer relation-
ships.
2.8.1 Participation, acceptance and other factors.
If the intention is to increase productivity there must be wide acceptance from users in the 
organization. Much work has been put into explaining user acceptance of new technology. 
Several theoretical models have been put forward containing elements from information 
systems, psychology, and sociology. Davis et al. (2003) claim that these models routinely 
explain over 40 percent of the variance in individual intention to use technology. 
A number of factors are mentioned in the literature: Social influence, gender and age, 
length of employment, job related outcomes such as productivity, job satisfaction, organ-
izational commitment, and other performance oriented constructs. 
A unified model, called the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) 
has been developed. Davis et al. (2003) argues that UTAUT provides a useful tool for 
managers needing to assess the likelihood of success for new technology introductions 
and helps them understand the drivers of acceptance to proactively design interventions 
(including training, marketing, etc.) targeted at populations of users that may be less in-
clined to adopt and use new systems.
Future research should study the degree to which systems perceived as successful from 
an IT adoption perspective (i.e., those that are liked and highly used by users) are consid-
ered a success from an organizational perspective.
Researchers also see a need for a synthesis of existing models to arrive at a unified view 
of user acceptance.
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2.8.2 User readiness
Information system development (ISD) increasingly becomes a means of organizational 
change and virtually always triggers a wide variety of feelings from all stakeholders who 
are affected in various ways. Sheu & Kim (2005) indicates that user readiness does corre-
late with the success of ISD, and that user readiness also interferes with other kinds of 
readiness, such as process readiness, data readiness, and more intimately, cultural readi-
ness. The implications derived from this is that a holistic approach to promoting user 
readiness across ISD projects is useful. 
Furthermore, they argue that nearly every information system development (ISD) triggers 
a wide variety of feelings from all stakeholders who have many interests and concerns 
about the proposed information system (IS), albeit their feelings usually remain unnoticed 
by the management. Conflicts among stakeholders intensify as an ISD progresses seem-
ingly as scheduled, but they suddenly escalate when the acceptance phase approaches.
Historically, the failure rate of ISD has been much higher than other kinds of system devel-
opment. The Standish Group's CHAOS survey (1999) found that 84 percent of projects are 
considered unsuccessful because of significant schedule delays, severe budget overruns, 
and/or failure to meet the expectations. A survey conducted by the US Department of De-
fense, reported that only two percent of its software could be used as delivered (DCITA, 
2004). 
Amid the challenges to conducting increasingly complex ISD, this research has examined 
if user readiness can be an essential prerequisite for ISD. Departing from the previous re-
search that has emphasized the importance of user participation and involvement in ISD, 
this research has positioned user readiness in the midst of all user factors involved in ISD. 
Considering the findings of this research it is suggested that the ISD project management 
assess the status of user readiness as part of a project initiative and should never under-
estimate the amount of resource and time required to raise user readiness to the desired 
level. 
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2.8.3 Personnel participation
The findings in my study are that there are great variations in users response, both in con-
tent and actual participation during the project. Studies in the field have shown that signifi-
cant consideration should be given to this situation for a project. 
It appears that it is significant whether participants are mandated to take part in the project 
or they are allowed a looser connection to the works. 
Research has been undertaken to determine significant effects of personnel participation 
on the software development process. The results indicated that factors such as user's 
desire to participate, favorable experience in the participation and the user's influence in 
the program design are important considerations in choosing a participation approach that 
will provide users with a sense of accountability and system ownership.
The suggestion that the success of an information system is directly proportional to the ex-
tent of user participation in developing the system has guided a variety of research en-
deavors.
Hunton & Beeler (1997) have suggested a conflict resolution tool as follows:
“Consensual Conflict Resolution (CCR Instructions) was developed as a tool to facilitate 
the process. The CCR instructions were provided to all team members to increase the 
reasoning and decrease the positional orientation of group verbal behavior. Team leaders 
were requested to continually refer team members to the CCR instructions throughout de-
liberations. 
The CCR instructions are:
1. Present your position as lucidly and logically as possible. 
2. Avoid "win-lose" stalemates in the discussion. 
3. Avoid changing your mind only to avoid conflict and to reach agreement and harmony. 
Withstand pressures to yield. 
4. Avoid conflict-reducing techniques such as majority voting, averaging, bargaining, coin 
flipping, and the like. If you do not understand an issue or you desire additional discussion, 
press for additional sharing of information. 
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5. View differences of opinion as both natural and helpful rather than as a hindrance in de-
cision making. 
6. View initial agreement as suspect. Explore the reasons underlying apparent agree-
ments. “
2.9 Innovation theory
Innovation started out as a branch of economics or social science, mainly inspired by the 
work of Joseph Schumpeter. It is an interdisciplinary field covering the relationships among 
economic, technological, organizational, and institutional changes (Innovation, 2007).  
Schumpeter (1934) as cited in Castellacci et al. (2005) argues that firms combine re-
sources to put forward "new uses and new combinations," or "innovations." These he con-
ceived in a broad sense, to encompass new processes and new products as well as new 
sources of supply of raw materials, new markets, and organizational changes.
Considering the literature I have defined innovation as the introduction and commercializa-
tion of valuable new products, methods, services or technology, or combinations of these.
Castellacci et al. (2005) argues that innovation now has moved into the business area as a 
very broad idea. Innovation management systems (IMS) are implemented in many com-
panies. The broadening of the innovation idea has led to a focus on innovation about busi-
ness models. Successful innovation is now strongly connected to commercialization. No 
innovation is deemed successful unless it is commercially successful. 
At UIO the Birkeland Innovation group, “The technology transfer office at the University of 
Oslo” (Birkeland Innovation, 2007), works solely with commercialization of research re-
sults. 
2.9.1 Expanding the innovation horizon
Roos (2007) says that innovation can be ignited by business and technology integration. 
Technology can enable and drive innovation. To truly capitalize on technologyʼs potential 
and unleash an organizationʼs creative energy, technology knowledge must be combined 
with its business and marketing insights. CEOs view consistent business and technology 
integration as crucial to innovation.
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Furthermore, he claims that business model innovation (BMI) is the key and it contains of-
ten the following elements:
• A value proposition. An overall view of a company's bundle of products and services that 
are of value to the customer. 
• The target customer is a segment of customers a company wants to offer value to. 
• A distribution channel is a means of getting in touch with the customer. 
• The relationship that describes the kind of link a company establishes between itself and 
the customer. 
• The value configuration that describes the arrangement of activities and resources that 
are necessary to create value for the customer. 
• The identified resources that can be deployed by the firm to create value including those 
that form the basis for a competitive advantage.
• A partnership is a voluntarily initiated cooperative agreement between two or more com-
panies to create value for the customer.
• The cost structure is the representation in money of all the means employed in the busi-
ness model. 
• The revenue model describes the way a company makes money through a variety of 
revenue flows. 
Along with these, intellectual property rights are also deemed important as a source of 
revenue. Innovation does not happen by itself. It is the result of hard work, well planned 
and executed and is no happening.
Further, Roos claims in his lecture, that the components and operation of a best practice 
innovation management system can be as follows: 
• Suggestions from all parts of the organization, and membership from all parts of the or-
ganization.
• External proposals.
• Innovation groups.
• Innovation office handling the suggestions.
• Corporate head of innovation.
• Innovation meeting.
• Development of innovation suggestions and decisions.
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There should be innovation documents describing the following themes:
• An innovation strategy aligned with and driven by the larger organizational strategic ob-
jectives.
• An innovation program plan listing all innovation projects that are intended to be started 
over the coming period.
• An innovation plan outlining all the ongoing or imminent innovation projects over the pre-
sent budget year including evaluations and suggestions for corrective actions.
• An annual evaluation of the outcomes of the innovation projects including financial out-
comes.
Other factors to consider:
• A high level of networking among innovators, and the existence of robust industry clus-
ters. 
• Improved linkages between science and industry. 
• An increasingly diversified base of research and development performers. 
• High business and government expenditure on research and development. 
• A supportive financial system.
2.9.2 User innovation
To promote information technology innovation has become important in discussions of in-
formation systems management. Technology users remain a largely unused source for 
such knowledge creation. Nambisan et al. (1999) argues that deliberate organizational de-
sign actions as mechanisms can enhance technology users' drive to innovate in informa-
tion technology. A method for systematic innovation in the field of IT should be established 
to make sure creative use of technology becomes possible. Many companies now have 
innovation management methods. One should make sure these methods are being used 
on IT. Recent evidence indicates that technology users might represent a largely untapped 
source of creativity within an organization and offer considerable promise for the initiation 
of IT innovation. The research question posed asks, "How can an organization encourage 
and nurture IT innovation among users?"
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3. Problem space
3.1 The department of informatics
The department of informatics is situated in the informatics building and is one of the insti-
tutes at the university of Oslo in Norway. It deals with information technology and has sub-
groups that deal with almost every discipline within informatics including electronics, 
mathematical models, programming, networks and design. The curriculum is however very 
theoretical. What they do is teaching and research, not so much developing for commer-
cial purposes. It is a government funded institution, and they have to divide their funds on 
each of the subgroups depending on their needs.
The department has a machine park that consists of hundreds of machines that are all 
linked up in a huge intranet. The internal connection is fiber optic and very fast, much 
faster than you can get at home. The people responsible for the machines and the network 
is in a tech group called drift. Now, everyone that is a student or an employee at the de-
partment of informatics has a username and a password to log on to the machines. In ad-
dition you have a private network partition so you can keep your school related files and 
projects there. The partition also include a directory that is connected to a web server ena-
bling you to host hypertext or small web applications. The web directory resolves to an 
outside url and you also have an email address associated with your username.
All the machines are behind a common firewall and security is very tight. To log on to a 
machine from the outside you need an encrypted connection. Email and all authentication 
need must also be encrypted. Everything you do is logged, and you canʼt keep more than 
50 megabytes of data there. Since the network at the university is so big and contains so 
much computing power and fast network connections, the network is any hackers dream. 
That is why security is so tight. In the standard setup from the tech group, you can run 
PHP and CGI on your web server. You donʼt have a database as standard. If you want to 
do something else, like a project that needs more resources or another framework, you 
have to ask them to set it up.
The command chain at the university is worth mentioning. It has a special structure that 
separates it from a typical command chain in a commercial company or a business. The 
structure of the university is hierarchical meaning that there is a principal and a board of 
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advisors that runs the whole thing. However, within the departments, the division of power 
seems quite even, it is difficult to know who you must talk to get things done. There is no 
boss or one decision taker. That makes everything bureaucratic, since every decision is 
taken with a group meeting. If you ask someone, they might send you to someone that 
sends you to another and so on. There are also rapid change of staff. If one person han-
dles your case, he might quit or leave a couple of months later and the next person you 
talk to knows nothing about your case and you must start all over.
With my project this has made the setting of the project a bit unrealistic. If a commercial 
company had hired me to do a job, they would certainly not waste my time and would pay 
more interest. To this day, I have not been able to run my application on any university 
server even if the setup itself takes about 30 minutes. After developing the application, 
some of the features I have used will not work if they do get it running due to the security 
implications. Mainly this is due to file uploading, which if not handled correctly, may create 
possibilities for skilled hackers to exploit. In my opinion, these security measures limits the 
creativity of the students by make them unable to pursue their ideas. Also, the bureaucracy 
and that it takes so much time getting just a little bit of help is very frustrating and the worst 
case scenarios regarding the project are either huge delays or total failure. If you had used 
weeks on a feature that in the end you could not use because of lack of information from 
your project environment, those weeks are a waste of time, which means money, if the 
project was for a real business. In the business world, time is money, nothing else. My 
ʻemployerʼ in this project is the department of informatics and they did nothing to accom-
modate me at all, all I did was at my own expense.
The university has guidelines for publishing official information found at 
http://www.uio.no/profil/nett/handbok/. Here they described the visual profile for elements 
and graphics to make it conform to the rest of the many thousands of web pages affiliated 
with Norwayʼs biggest school. This is a restriction more than a help, but it does not really 
limit the possibilities for functionality. 
3.2 The design group
The design group is situated across from IFI, in Forskningsparken (Forskningsparken, 
2007), an office complex where the university has a lease. The design group deals with 
design of information systems. It is a very broad field they are concerned with. Groupware 
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and web applications are a very little piece of it. They do projects on human computer in-
teraction, interface design and interaction (not just graphical interfaces, but also mechani-
cal ones), theory on mobile information systems, cognitive research and any other different 
ways of communicating binding people (and people) and machines together. The projects 
aim to give people a positive experience when dealing with electronic devices and ma-
chines.
The group is self run. They get funds to spend on their research. If they need something 
extraordinary, they can request it trough the administration. Most of the funds are spent on 
things they need for teaching and own research, including work related traveling. There is 
no boss or supervisor, the organizational structure is completely flat. Everything they do is 
done as a group, and they have weekly meetings to discuss matters at hand. There is a 
coordinator that is elected each year to stay on top of things. The one they have now is 
new to the group, and has no decisive power above the others. 
The groupʼs offices are on two levels of the seconds newest wing of Forskningsparken. 
They share offices with another group on the first floor. They have offices, meeting rooms 
and a small kitchen and meeting place. There are also labs with computers and equipment 
for experimental research. Some of the people have their own offices, some share. 
3.3 The people
The people that work in the group consists of many different personalities and back-
grounds. They are all concerned with information systems, but each has their special in-
terest. Some are on doctoral scholarships to do a Ph. D., some are professors or associ-
ate professors. Besides the employees, there are many master students that are doing 
their theses with the design group people as their mentors and supervisors. 
Not all the people there teach, but they have taught before and may do so in the future. 
The Ph. D. students are also teaching along with their research. The research is either a 
group effort or personal, or it could be both. It usually conducted for the department of in-
formatics, but can be done in collaboration with external companies. From time to time, 
they also publish journal articles based on their research. The teaching is about teaching 
the students a curriculum in class. To do this, much time is used reviewing books and arti-
cles, creating and holding presentations and correcting assignments. In addition, they col-
laborate on group projects and they have meetings about the what to do from time to time. 
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It is an international environment, where much of the communication internally is in Eng-
lish. The ones that mentor master and Ph. D. students also use much time on this.
All the people there are highly educated and the group composition is exciting. Some of 
them are technical in the sense that they know or do programming or build complex ma-
chinery. Some have a background in social sciences and psychology. Some are from 
abroad and provide cultural and social influences to the group. The environment is interna-
tional.  Below is a summary of the people in the group that participated. In this project, 
there were only nine people that participated in the interviews.
Subject Gender Work description Field of interest
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Female Teaching and research 
(Professor)
Design and information technology, how it 
affects each other
Female Teaching and research 
(Professor)
Information design and interaction design, 
social aspects of technology
Male Teaching and research 
(Professor)
Interaction design and mobile devices
Male Teaching and research 
(Professor)
User learning and human resource devel-
opment, learning and teaching informatics
Female Teaching and research 
(Professor)
Systems design and gender related de-
sign
Female Teaching and research 
(Ph. D. student)
Information systems
Male Teaching and research 
(Ph. D. student)
Information systems
Female Teaching and research 
(Ph. D. student)
Information systems
Female Teaching and research 
(Ph. D. student)
Information systems
Table 3.1: A list of the users that participated in the project. They do teaching and different kinds of 
research within the field of information systems at the Information Systems group at the Depart-
ment of Informatics at the University of Oslo. 
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3.4 Todayʼs solution
Each member of the group has their own office and most members work alone even if they 
are doing a joint project that requires collaboration and frequent follow ups. The only way 
for any of them to know the projectʼs status is by sending email, calling or go talk to the 
other group members. This can be time consuming and might be disturbing. The members 
of the group also have a busy schedule and might not be available when needed.
Todays solution for communication within the group is a wiki where they can post mes-
sages to each other about meetings and events within the group. Everyone can edit it, but 
it is difficult to use and there are more functions than they need. None of them has had 
training in how to use it and some of them donʼt know of its existence. The wiki they use is 
from Mediawiki (Mediawiki, 2007), and is considered to be one of the easiest to learn and 
use, still it requires some training to master it and to ensure that everyone uses it in a 
meaningful way. Wikipedia, the online encyclopedia, is powered by Mediawiki. Since it is 
run from behind the university firewall, it canʼt do file uploading so sharing of documents is 
not possible, you would have to put them on your personal web server and share every-
thing as links. Videos and bigger files would then not work since there is a file size limit. 
The one that set it up is no longer a part of the group, and if the wiki requires security up-
dates, patches installed or crashes, no one even knows where to find it if that person 
doesnʼt delegate responsibility to someone else when leaving the group. 
The problem is that if no one uses it, the information posted there would not be sure to 
reach everyone. Since you donʼt have any guarantees that the information reaches all the 
intended, you donʼt use it. So the medium dies. In a business the manager or the boss 
could just force everyone to use the software saying it was necessary, a part of work. 
There is no one willing to put forward such an incentive in the group. Another factor that 
comes into play is that the group doesnʼt collaborate extensively. Most of the work is done 
alone, and some of the members never works with the group at all. If only a few didnʼt use 
it, and everybody else did, all vital information would still be posted on the wiki, forcing the 
rest to use it.
Another reason it died could be that the wiki is not what they need. Either the features are 
not enough or too much. As it was used, it was only used to post information about meet-
ings, a kind of a calendar. It was never used to do any work or used for dialogs between 
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group members. Also, a wiki may not scale enough when adding users or there is much 
data. These are questions that needs to be addressed.
Email is the preferred way of communicating within the group. Everyone exclusively uses 
email for sending documents, asking questions, follow up on things, sharing files and so-
cializing. Most of them uses the institute mail address, but many of them also have addi-
tional accounts. Most of them uses the web mail client to read and send mail. The client 
runs in a web browser. 
Figure 3.1: The webmail solution currently in use at IFI. The interface is very robust and easy to 
use. Automatic log in is disabled and all mail is stored at a remote server.
There are many problems related to using email in this way. Some of them are listed be-
low:
• There is no delivery guarantee. If there is a problem on the network, this will in most 
cases not be discovered. There is no guarantee that the email message will be read. It 
might even be overlooked in a crowded inbox at the receiverʼs part.
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• Without a system of automatic sorting of incoming mail, all the mail will arrive and be 
stored in the same folder. This is especially true for the web mail interface, as it has an 
advanced search or sort features which is not directly accessible.
• The web servers at IFI are prone to spam. I get spam all the time with my IFI account. 
There is a spam filter on the mail servers, but it is not very effective. That means that any 
spam one receives will mix in with the important mail. 
• Messages might get lost. Due to spam and all other mail not from the group will mix in 
with the design group mail. Hundreds of mail might arrive in your inbox every day.
• Having a discussion back and forth is not easy. Imagine a scenario where a group mail is 
sent out. Half of them send a reply to all the group, and some may send mails regarding 
this subject to only some of the members. Then discussing back and forth, and someone 
else comes back after a trip and replies to four emails about the subject, but misses a 
meeting so none of his mails are relevant and so on. Get my point? Doing it like this is 
total chaos. It gets even worse when documents are sent as attachments, and maybe 
they are modified and exists in different versions. How do you keep track?
• There is no central logging mechanism. After the email is read, it is either archived or de-
leted and exists only on all the computers locally. It is not possible to see the whole of a 
conversation or search in previous correspondence at one location. Email does not pos-
sess the power of web solutions, it can only extend it.
• Email has no tagging feature. Emails are just messages with a subject and content. 
There is no support for metadata like tags, which you can do with a wiki when categoriz-
ing the wiki entry. This means that email data can only be searched on by string match-
ing the content.
• Using the web interface most of them uses requires you to manually check if there is a 
new email. There is no possibility for automatic notifications like playing a sound or high-
lighting parts of the screen. The mail is checked by reloading the application window in 
the browser. You need to have the windows open and be logged in to do that. This ren-
ders urgent messages unsuitable for emails as there is no guarantee it will be read in 
time. Also, if you had to send an urgent message, there is no way of setting mail priority 
to make it stand out from the rest of the mail (except writing the subject in upper case).
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• You need to be connected to the internet. The internet connection might be down, but a 
system running on the intranet doesnʼt prevent communication.
The bad in email (or why we need collaboration software) (2007) points out the following 
problems with email as a collaboration tool:
• All email is stored within the inbox. The inbox is at an email server and itʼs sometimes 
not accessible due to firewall restrictions and network issues.
• The data and content types are mixed and mashed (see list above).
• The data is often ʻNSFWʼ (Not Safe For Work). It may contain inappropriate and unpro-
fessional content. You donʼt have full control over what lands in your inbox.
• The data is unintelligent (untagged, lacks taxonomy, not filed).
• The data is therefore not sharable. (both by personal choice and lack of technology)
• The data is therefore unsearchable (by others).
• The data is therefore inaccessible (by others).
• Your email inbox is therefore useless to the rest of the team (in spite of the gold mine of 
data that probably resides in your inbox).
Another key point in the article is that it is not secure. Since there is a need for secure 
communication in professional environments, one should be aware that “unless both the 
email Sender (you) and the Recipient are using Digital Keys/Signatures, the contents of 
your email are about as secure as Imelda Marcos in a shoe store. While the idea of using 
digital keys or signatures sounds neat, it is not practical.” 
It is also very easy to send confidential documents to the wrong person, and there is no 
way to undo the action.
There are a couple of easy ways to remedy some of these problems. One is simply to 
switch email clients. All of them has Microsoftʼs Outlook or can install Mozillaʼs Thunderbird 
email clients. The ones on a Mac can use Appleʼs Mail. All of these have good search fea-
tures and stores the mail locally to make the search really fast without connecting to an 
external web server. This will not solve the crux of the problem, just barely scratch the sur-
face. Email just isnʼt good enough as a communication tool for collaboration.
The wiki can solve these many of the communication problems as it provides logging and 
persistent storage centrally. The messages can have metadata and you have the delivery 
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guarantee. When it is posted itʼs there as long, at least if you can connect to the internet. It 
probably could run off some cache locally too if that was necessary. The problems men-
tioned before, that it is difficult to use and that it isnʼt used, are still there.
Everyone at the institute has a home page on the web. Although you can publish any in-
formation you wish, it is intended to contain personal information or a personal web page 
about the owner of the site. Most of the members of the design group has such pages 
where they present themselves, their interests, project involvement, master students, 
which courses they teach and any other relevant information. To update these pages, they 
use a normal editor or and IDE (Integrated Development Environment). None of them fol-
lows the institutes guidelines (Web publishing guidelines, 2006), but the pages are static 
and very basic. If they teach, they have a content management system to easily update 
the course pages from. The interface is found on the web and from here you can write text 
into which is converted into HTML through standard text input boxes and posted on the 
web. Not everyone uses this, however. Some choose to just link from those pages and 
write their own pages somewhere else.
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4. Technical aspects
4.1 Choosing the right framework
When doing a real life project of this scale and with an absolute deadline, the most impor-
tant thing to consider are the time constraints. Creating a working and usable application in 
just 9 months and being all alone doing it is not conceivable if you do not plan well. At the 
same time, the group expected me to deliver an application using the latest techniques in 
web development and design so the application could be functional, responsive and up-
datable. Your design can never do more than you can create with the tools available.
The most popular choices these days are Sunʼs Java Enterprise Edition (JEE), Microsoftʼs 
.Net and PHP. Other possibilities exist, most of the are Common Gateway Interface (CGI) 
implementations, and they are written in Python or Perl. There is also a new kid on the 
block: Ruby on Rails. It is an open source CGI implementation stacked in a really neat and 
easy to use package. 
The application was supposed to be able to run IFIʼs servers. Straight away, that excluded 
JEE and .NET since they require special server setups and software. Both of them repre-
sent the most powerful tools you can get in building web applications, but they are meant 
for projects that demand processing power, huge loads of traffic and data, heavy security 
demands and they are just more than you need for this project. That leaves PHP or CGI 
based frameworks. PHP would have been the natural choice since it is the only framework 
that runs on IFIʼs servers without having to ask the tech group about anything else but a 
database. Having worked on a couple of project using PHP already, I knew it would do the 
trick, but I wanted to learn something new. PHP had been a bit messy to work with and I 
knew that the project was time critical.
4.2 Ruby on Rails
After careful deliberation, I chose the Ruby on Rails (rails) framework. It is free, based on 
open standards and itʼs written in Ruby, a powerful and general purpose scripting lan-
guage. It is the only alternative left if you rule out PHP. The other CGI implementations are 
too difficult to work with and are not well thought through. The main reason I chose it was 
because it was supposed to enable your to create web applications fast.
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4.2.1 The model
At its heart you have the Model View Controller (MVC) principle. MVC makes it easy to 
design, maintain and modularize your application. Itʼs also makes it easy to reuse code 
The model is your database that holds the application data. I chose Mysql as my database 
as this is both reliable, fast and free. The normal way of communicating with your data-
base is through Structured Query Language (SQL) queries. These can at times be rather 
cumbersome and complex, but Rails comes with an Object Relational Mapping (ORM) 
mechanism that allows your to write Ruby code to retrieve your data and all queries are 
returned as easy to work with Ruby objects. The model layer also has something called 
migrations which are scripts that enables you to write Ruby code to manipulate the data-
base, again relieving you of good old SQL. It doesnʼt stop there. Caching, validation, call-
backs and more is also a part of the model part of rails.
4.2.2 The view
The view part is based on HTML mixed in with Ruby called Embedded Ruby (ERB). The 
ERB creates the structure layer of your view. The presentation layer is described with 
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). In between the presentation layer and the structure layer 
there is a control layer represented by Javascript, a small scripting language that runs di-
rectly in the web browser. With Javascript you can change the structure of the page by re-
moving, inserting or changing the Document Object Model (DOM) that is generated from 
the ERB. The DOM consists of HTML tags or objects. In turn, the DOM is what the web 
browser would read, and in conjunction with the CSS, it would create what you see as a 
web application page in the browser window. The DOM manipulation is done by applying 
CSS styles or object values to the HTML objects, and that makes it possible to change the 
visual appearance of the web page dynamically without sending a request to the web 
server and update the page using the web serverʼs response. This allows for a faster, 
more responsive behavior in the application. For instance, when the web browser loads 
the page, hidden elements can load with it. That makes it a part of the DOM, available for 
manipulation and preloaded, but CSS hides it from the user. While the page loads or later, 
when the user clicks a link or a button, instead of sending a normal http request to the 
server, you intercept the request and execute a Javascript instead. When you are in 
Javascript context you can check values of forms, apply any CSS style to any CSS appli-
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cable object (some tags have specific CSS styles, like tables, that doesnʼt apply to all 
DOM objects) and remove or insert any valid HTML objects into your DOM. Javascript 
even supports threaded behavior so you can make things happen for a limited time or put 
the everything on pause. Alerts and confirmation boxes are built right into Javascript. 
Since you can apply CSS styles that means you can hide and show elements instantly if 
they are already loaded in the background. You can even move them around like an ani-
mation and position them anywhere on the screen. The problem is that this all happens 
synchronously. During Javascript execution, the browser canʼt send any requests until the 
script is finished. If you show and element and then make move around a second or so, 
you canʼt do anything with the DOM before the animation stops.
4.2.3 The controller
There is one last part of it that we havenʼt talked about. That is the controller. The control-
ler is where the business logic of the application is. This is the glue between the view and 
the model. Whenever you do a request from the view, you access the controller and based 
on the data in the request, the controller then accesses the model. The model returns to 
the controller with the data which in turn is made available in the view so the user can read 
the results of the request in the browser. The code that runs in the controller is pure ruby 
and has access to the whole ruby API. Another useful feature in the Rails controller are fil-
ters. Before and after filters are code that can be run before or after a request. This makes 
it easy to do security checks or cleanup in just one line of code.
4.3 Web 2.0
Asynchronous Javascript and XML (Ajax) remedies this. A special object called Xml Http in 
the DOM, supported by the browser, allows for asynchronous transport of data over http. 
Small portions of XML data can be sent to the web server and the web server in turn 
analyses the xml request and can respond with text, typically HTML, or Javascript to be 
executed on the existing DOM. This means you can send a request, fetch data in your 
model and update the page without ever doing a reload. Only a small part of the page is 
updated and since the data size transmitted during the request is smaller than doing a full 
reload, the update also loads faster. It also makes the application less cluttered since you 
can hide away page elements that you donʼt need all the time.
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When we now know that each Ajax call is created using Javascript and executed asyn-
chronously and Javascript also allows for threaded behavior, we can create complex 
scripts that runs in intervals. It is now possible to create a script that every tenth second 
fires an Ajax request, checks for a change in the database and then updates the page ac-
cordingly, all accomplished without user interaction. Javascript also has events that let you 
execute a script each time someone clicks an element, writes something in a box or does 
anything to the DOM either with keyboard or mouse. 
There is yet another facet to Ajax. In an application you have the functionality and the data 
and these two should be presented in a way that is orderly and natural so that the applica-
tion is easy to use, learn and remember. When you have much functionality and data the 
pages can seem cluttered. If, for instance, you are updating your page, you can dynami-
cally insert the update into your page. Using Ajax, to help you see where your update was 
inserted, you can highlight the update for a while, catching the eye of the user, and then 
highlight another part of the page to remind the user where she was. This stimulates the 
cognitive experience making the application seem more responsive and easier to look at. 
The application I have created makes use of this. It is an integrated way of making the ap-
plication more consistent and provide feedback. Highlighting something means something 
here is changed. You could do something similar like doing a highlight with a different color 
meaning something else. Techniques like this is easy to implement and easy for the user 
to understand. People read color and images faster than text.
With rails you also get Ruby Generated Javascript (RJS). This is ruby code that is trans-
lated into Javascript runtime. It supports threading allowing you to create queues of Javas-
cript code and update several page elements at the same time as opposed to in se-
quence.
All of this allows for new kind of web experience, rich content web applications, often 
called Web 2.0 applications, where web interfaces can be as fast and compelling as non 
web interfaces. The traditional static and synchronous web page can finally be replaced by 
dynamic and asynchronous behavior. 
Another thing that has surfaced with the Web 2.0 revolution are stunning visual effects. 
Rails has visual effects built in to RJS which are built on an open source Javascript library 
called Scriptaculous. This is built on Prototype and allows for elements to fade, appear, 
move, shake, jump, grow, puff and behave in ways never before seen except with proprie-
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tary solutions like Adobeʼs Flash. Used in a sensible and meaningful way, this enhances 
the userʼs experience and the flow of interaction.
4.4 Cross browser compatibility
One of the main difficulties when writing web applications is to make them look and be-
have the same in every browser. There are a set of standards that web browser develop-
ers should follow, but they are interpreted differently and the some companies out there 
just donʼt agree with the standards. HTML is okay, but the CSS and the Javascript may dif-
fer and some times crash the browser. This is why sometimes you just got to accept that it 
doesnʼt look the same, and that some of the newest advances within these fields canʼt be 
implemented yet. Some people, however, has tried to remedy this by creating a Javascript 
library called Prototype. Prototype comes with an easy to use Application Programmerʼs 
Interface (API) that makes most the compatibility problems disappear. Rails includes a 
version of Prototype.
4.5 Model view controller benefits
There are many advantages to the MVC architecture. Any big scale project benefits from 
this in that each of the layers can be developed separately. The view can be worked on by 
the Graphical User Interface (GUI) designers without interfering with the business logic. 
Alleviating designers from needing to know programming is a huge benefit. At the same 
time as the code is taken out the view, this also reduces reuse of code enabling you to 
have any piece of logic only at one place. This reduces errors and makes it easy to up-
date. Also when working with MVC itʼs easy for the database experts to work on the data-
base without interfering with programmers working with the controller as they can set up 
the database and provide the controller with convenient methods for data extraction. The 
model people donʼt need ruby expertise, the controller people donʼt need database exper-
tise and the view people donʼt need neither. All the database people need to do is to just 
provide an API for anyone else to use. The separation of structure, view and logic also 
makes it easy to document, add or remove features and separate the application into easy 
maintainable modules.
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4.6 Integrated life cycle model
There are many tried out and tested models but in my case the choice was easy. Ruby on 
Rails comes “bundled” with agile development. Rails is so easy and has so many short 
cuts for creating advanced and sophisticated software. Because you see the results so 
fast, agile development is the recommended model.
The project is somewhat based on uncertainty. The group does not have a formal require-
ment description, many of the members donʼt know what they want or even that the project 
is being planned. In addition, the group does not know what I can do for them, I am only 
one developer working alone, I have no references and have never done anything before 
to show them what I am capable of. The time available is very limited which calls for 
shorter iterations. Being able to respond to creativity and ideas on software that you al-
ready can use is important. When you try the functionality instead of imagining it, it is eas-
ier to see what works and what donʼt. The agile development model of interaction design is 
a very top down model that allows you to start programming right away, and that suits my 
programming style, being able to get my hands dirty and have fun at the same time (Tho-
mas & Hansson, 2006). When working alone, having fun is the key to keep being enthusi-
astic about the project.
There is yet another rationale for doing agile development. Even if this projects does not 
involve any monetary transactions or budgets, in real life, it is all about expenses. The only 
way to cut costs is to be effective and deliver working code quickly. According to Lederer & 
Prasad (1992), statistics show that 80% of the total costs in any project comes after the 
application has been deployed. 63% of software projects exceed cost estimates. Time is 
money. I have an absolute deadline and must not exceed that, that must always be in my 
mind. 
15% of all projects are total failures, and should never have been initiated. As this project 
has taken up much time for everybody involved already, I must see to it that it is not a fail-
ure. The rest of the statistics in the research of Lederer & Prasad (1992) predict failure and 
points out the three main reasons for project failure:
1. Lack of user input.
2. Incomplete requirements and specifications.
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3. Changing requirements and specifications.
Since agile development procures short iterative cycles, using code produced as a meas-
ure of success, favors feature-based planning, constant feedback and customer intimacy, 
the problems on the list above are remedied if correctly performed.
However, there are problems related to agile development and there are times when it 
doesnʼt deliver. Even if you talk to your intended user, they might brush you off and show 
no interest. When there is a lack of user input and there exists no requirements and speci-
fications, the project is never going to finish and is guaranteed to exceed time limits. In 
such cases, it is up to the developer to ask the right questions or understand what they 
need based on the little information they provide. If the clients are busy and donʼt have 
time, customer intimacy is not possible. It might even turn the other way if your customers 
feels like you are bothering them (Joshi, 1991; Joshi, 1992).
4.7 Programming environment
There are two more tools that are important for any software project. They are the Inte-
grated Development Environment (IDE) and the version handling system. The IDE is the 
application you write the code in. It must can have support for syntax highlighting, syntax 
error checking, validations, code completion, compiling and deployment features, plugins, 
search and many more. Some frameworks like JEE or .Net comes with powerful IDEʼs. In 
my case, all I used was a beautifully simple editor called Textmate. It has syntax highlight-
ing, code templates and search features. In addition it has a feature that searches for a file 
as you type, a kind of a “go to file” feature, that lets you find the file you want to edit in a 
flash. This feature alone saved me much time and frustration. I never missed any other 
features. 
For version handling, I used Subversion (SVN), a text based application that will monitor 
your code for changes and let you save them in revisions online. This has several benefits. 
The first is that you move your code away from your local hard drive. If it dies, you donʼt 
lose your code, you can just download it from the net when the computer is up again. That 
makes it a backup system. Sending the code to another server makes the code portable 
so you can download it to another computer if you need to. SVN also lets you compare re-
visions. This saves much time if you suddenly get an error that you didnʼt have before. 
With a short command you can compare the two files and easily find out where the current 
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code differs. You can also revert to any revision. Together with Railsʼ migrations, it is easy 
to go between versions of the system and at the same time keep the database updated 
with the corresponding model used at that particular revision.
Underestimating the power that lies in tools like these may be a costly mistake. When so 
many projects miss their deadlines, you must take any action to save time.
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5. Results and discussion
5.1 Requirement analysis
The first thing I did was to arrange for a meeting with the group to establish the require-
ments. It was an informal meeting where I let them do the talking, asking questions only 
when I needed specific information. The meeting began by me introducing myself to the 
group. The idea was presented as a tool for collaboration and socialization with possibili-
ties for CMS features. 
We immediately started to discuss the idea. The group had discussed among themselves 
what they might need from before, so I asked them to tell what they wanted. The following 
hour was a very creative brainstorming experience. Five people were present at the meet-
ing. None of the male members of the group were present, all the participants were fe-
male.
As we started talking about the application they told me they are not happy with todayʼs 
solution. They rarely use it and their preferred form of communication is verbal. They 
would like a system where they can post messages, read current events, send messages 
instantly and read and send email. In short, a complex messaging service where you can 
send messages in any conceivable way to share ideas, work and other information. Along 
with having discussions by sending messages, they would like to be able to share docu-
ments. Below is what they said.
User Requirements
1 Had a great metaphor being that this system and its content should be looked 
upon as coffee. You want it fresh, while it is still hot. If it is cold, you don't 
want it. This had to do with the information flow of the system. They want the 
information there to be current and instant, not old and static. 
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User Requirements
2
3
4
Mentioned a system where you needed to be logged in to use it, no matter 
what. That was very difficult, because some of the resources needed no 
login, so resource access and management is a challenge. Wanted a system 
with a blog and an instant messenger.
Mentioned a merge between Google Mail, Google Documents and Google 
Groups. She had used them before and had used much time checking their 
status and navigating between them. To look at how to merge these inter-
faces would be of interest. 
Even though she wanted a system that was propped with functionality, she 
also wanted a system that was easier to use by providing only the most nec-
essary of functionality. Too much on the page would be too much. The system 
should be a professional tool for work and at the same time a means of so-
cialization within the group, without being intrusive.
Wanted a portal where you had a public face and from there you would be 
able to log in. All group members need the same rights and everyone can 
change everything. Need elements or modules that can be added and re-
moved as needed, wanted a marquee on top of the page internally that dis-
played the current event. Example was "Now it is time for coffee".
In addition, the public page should contain a welcome page with a news tab 
on the left, links to people, research focus, master theses, courses overview 
and resources such as links, books, comments, projects. The news field 
should reflect the contents of the internal blog, except those that are private. 
How to easily differentiate between the public and private sphere must be re-
flected in the design. She asked me to look at how the current web page 
looks and capture some of the information there, but how to use it would 
need to completely change. She also wanted a cleanup interface to remove 
obsolete messages.
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User Requirements
5 The focus of the application should primarily be for use in the group and not 
for the students, but she wanted a portal, the main page, to be public. Stu-
dents who wants to know about the group, people, research and resources 
should have easy access to it.
Elements who are empty should not be shown. Make it dynamic and up-
datable! Make it fun to use and aesthetic. All of this should be to make people 
want to and like to use the system thus making it contain more information 
and improve communication within the group.
She wanted a personal page to contain information about themselves, a blog 
for the group, a contact list where you can see that people are online and 
preferably where they are. To upload pictures to the blog you should be able 
to use both SMS and MMS.
From mobile phone, sending pictures and movies plus read and send mes-
sages should be possible. One idea was to be able to send messages with a 
timeout, a message that will self destruct because it is not valid. This is easy 
to implement with a timer. All information about courses, people, blog, mes-
sage board will be accessible and editable from this interface. 
Wanted me to talk to someone doing animations and ask wether we could 
send graphics and animations to each other in stead of text messages repre-
senting your message, mood, status, health, location, you name it. Color 
schemes should be changeable and customizable, along with fonts and gen-
eral layout of the page elements. Elements should be added and removed as 
wanted, even rearranged positionally. 
Other cue words were dynamic, customizable, useful, efficient, fast, accessi-
ble. In addition she has said earlier that she wants the program to be modu-
larized so that it is possible to for others to continue work on it later.
Table 5.1: Data from the first group interview. This is all the data from that interview that were inter-
esting and itʼs the groupʼs initial requirements for the groupware application.
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I told them I would focus on developing functionality rather than make it look aesthetic and 
visually pleasing. The next step was to develop a prototype and alternative designs. Meet-
ing with other group members and further specify requirements were imperative. Consider-
ing that, I would do individual interviews and usability tests and from there it would evolve. 
I thought it will be possible to please everyone to a certain degree, but simplicity versus 
functionality proposes major challenges. Most importantly, I had to get something running 
quickly to be able to measure progress (Agile software development, 2007).
5.2 Design, the conceptual model
The conceptual model is one of the most fundamental parts of interaction design. Johnson 
& Henderson (2002) defines a conceptual model as 
“A conceptual model is a high-level description of how a system is organized and operates.”
Put another way, itʼs the applicationʼs scaffolding. It is where you describe how the system 
works by creating a model of the intended functionality and their objects, and then how 
these objects interact. It also provides the basis for the user interface (UI). A conceptual 
model is especially important when working with a team so that everyone agrees on what 
they are doing and have a basic idea of how the different parts of the application works. 
Following Thomas & Hansson (2006), the model was scribbled on a piece of paper and 
this is it: 
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Figure 5.1: The conceptual model, screen layout and the object model. Represents simplification 
and ease of use. Pencil sketches are the fastest there is. Avoids using too much time on models 
when we are still defining requirements enabling quick response to change.
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This is the designerʼs model, how I think it should work. The model only displays which ob-
jects that are completely necessary and their relationship. There are only two main ob-
jects, the user and the message. In addition there is a sketch on a proposed screen layout 
accompanying the object model. Both model were intended to be clean and small so they 
quickly could be replaced by something better if necessary. Also they conveyed the ease 
of use. Keeping it simple, meant increased understanding and user control. More elabo-
rate models like adding object attributes, use case diagrams and class diagrams were not 
developed.
I didnʼt think too much about metaphors either. I used the browserʼs built in metaphors like 
the paper document and browsing, and built on top of that. The application relies on the 
message board metaphor for posting messages and the business card metaphor for the 
users. All the forms rely on the paper form metaphor. At this stage, I decided that I would 
not communicate these metaphors explicitly because the were constraining (Preece et al., 
2007, p. 61). I wanted the userʼs creativity to flourish, and didnʼt want to steer their though 
into thinking about metaphors or not see possibilities in feature extensions. If I had said 
something like “think of this as a box for you messages” and showed them a message in-
terface, they would maybe not be able to see beyond the interface and couple it too tightly 
with other interfaces that build on the mailbox metaphor.
5.3 Implementation, the first prototype
Considering the conceptual model, the group interview and the notes I had, I created the 
first prototype. Unfortunately it took quite a while to deploy it. I had not been in contact with 
the group for a while when I realized that I had deviated from one of the most important 
points with agile development: Customer intimacy. I realized of course that the line be-
tween being intrusive and providing good feedback can be overstepped, but at this point, it 
was really the opposite. Initially I expected the prototype to be ready within a couple of 
weeks, but since I had no prior experience using the framework I had chosen, basic fea-
tures such as logging in, creating users and security took more time than I expected. This 
was all implemented in the spirit of agility; you measure success in code produced. I could 
obviously have created something completely static, or for that sake, just written sketches 
on paper, but I wanted the users to have something usable straight away. I could not ar-
range too many meetings with the users as they were busy and often out on other busi-
ness. 
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Anyway, the first prototype had basic functionality with an administration interface for cre-
ating and editing users, an interface for writing simple blog posts, a page for resources 
which also had an admin feature, a page for teaching that contained info about the 
courses you can take at the design group. As far as security was concerned, you had to 
log in to add and manipulate data. Also when logged in, there was a message interface 
enabling you to send and receive messages, all with automatic fetching of the new mes-
sages. There had been much talk about coffee at the group meeting so I added a feature 
for sending messages fast, called fast messages. With this new feature it was possible to 
send a message with just one click of the mouse because the message itself was prede-
fined.
Figure 5.2: The first prototype. This is when logged in. This is the interface for writing a new post. It 
consists of a normal text area for input. All links and buttons fire Ajax or pure javascript and 
DHTML is used to track change. The coffee icon is the introduction of fast messages where you 
can send a message to everyone with predefined templates in just one click.
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The idea behind the design of the first prototype was to create something that contained 
both CMS functionality and means for collaboration through different kinds of messaging. 
The pages with news, users, resources and teaching were all meant to show the users 
how easy CMS would be. I also introduced many Javascript features, some of which I 
knew the test group had never seen before. In-place editing (transform the text to a text 
area just by clicking on it), automatic insertion and updating, feedback when loading, play-
ing of sounds and partial page update was among these features. It was important to in-
troduce these technologies at an early stage to spur the subjectʼs creativity. We were still 
establishing the requirements and if the application was going to be original and modern in 
its design for user experience, showing what was now possible within rich content web ap-
plications was necessary. 
News posting was a CMS feature, but at the same time also a feature that could be used 
for social purposes. The news posts had two spheres, one private only for people logged 
in and one public for the front page. Along with this, the message feature and the fast 
messages were introduced as means of sociability even if these also could be used purely 
for professional purposes. At this point I was under the impression that the group was so-
cial and that everyone knew each other, and that many of the members of the design 
group was good friends outside of work too. The interviews would reveal something else.
So, in short, the prototype had support for basic content management and the ability to 
send messages to socialize and collaborate. It had three different ways of sending mes-
sages. The news, which could be both private and public, the messages and the fast mes-
sages. These were meant as alternative designs.
The overall design and look-and-feel was created in such a way that I could do it fast, that 
it was clean and didnʼt contain any unnecessary clutter. It was also meant to be extensible 
so that you could easily see where to add new features and menu items. There was room 
on the left where the local navigation was, and on the right. The navigation structure was 
meant to be flat. There was no need for a navigation path or anything else since you sim-
ply could not get lost by navigating deeper into the application. The default browser style 
sheet was not overridden. That meant that the links were blue, the background was white 
and everything else was black.
Another thing the application was designed for was to be fast and responsive. In this first 
prototype, every link and button was Ajax and much was preloaded. That meant that you 
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would not have to wait for anything unnecessary to load and the state in all the pages 
would be preserved. So if you had done something in one page and went to another and 
back, the state would be preserved because all the pages were already loaded and didnʼt 
unload when navigating away from them. The local navigation menu and the menu bar 
was also loaded only once. This was more of an experiment than a definite improvement 
to web design. Reading up on it, it was not recommended to do it in that way: 
• If the user reloaded the page, the state of all the pages would be lost unless saved ex-
plicitly in the session. 
• You could not bookmark any of the distinct pages. Normally clicking on a link in to global 
navigation brings you to a new page and it resolves to a unique url. When using the 
ajaxified links, either the HTML is hidden or shown using pure javascript if it is already 
loaded or the HTML is retrieved and replaces the old HTML. The url does not change. 
This is also the reason why the back button does not work.
• The back button would not work. I found a fix for this using dynamic HTML (DHTML and 
javascript working on HTML objects), enabling me to save the state by catching back 
button clicks (Neuberg, 2005). The approach did not, however, work with Safari 2. Using 
the back button would take you to the previous page you visited and destroy the applica-
tionʼs current HTML object state.
• The application did not redraw the parts that were not reloaded. If for instance there had 
been an element that at some point had covered another elements and then was moved 
dynamically away, sometimes the moving element would leave parts of the text or image 
on the underlying element. That text would not be removed because the element was not 
reloaded. A full page reload works as a washing machine for the whole page, replacing 
everything with a fresh clean copy upon reload.
• The behavior of the application would be kind of flaky. Elements would flicker and not al-
ways behave in the same manner. Also elements would behave differently in certain 
situations with different browsers. This is due to poor and buggy support for javascript in 
browser. Also, javascript processing is handled on the clientʼs side, and local processing 
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fluctuations could randomly disturb HTML element rendering using pure javascript to 
control page layout.
Some of this can be overlooked if the user is aware that it might happen. The benefits 
however could be great if it could lead to a faster application and a better user experience. 
So I kept the Ajax links as an experiment. Changing the links to normal ones would take 
me less than 10 minutes anyway.
5.4 Evaluation, individual interviews
When I had enough features and content, I sent an email to the groupʼs members asking 
for 20 - 30 minutes of their time to do an interview with each member privately. I wanted to 
find out who they were, what they know and further specify the requirements of the appli-
cation. The first prototype was open enough to see further possibilities. I had some ideas 
on alternative designs that I was going to tell them about, but first I wanted to delve deeper 
into what they wanted. 
I had 16 questions for the subjects that participated. These were a mix between open and 
closed questions to extract qualitative data. Quantitative data is not relevant at this stage. I 
wanted the meeting to be of an informal nature so that the subjects could relax, be crea-
tive and tell me all about their ideas. It was also important for me to get to know the sub-
jects individually and that they got to know me and be pleasant so we would have a laid 
the ground for good communication as the project went on. As with the group meeting, I 
did not want to steer the thoughts of the subjects by pushing the features of the prototype 
too hard. I was ready to remove everything I had made and make something else if that 
was the wish of the group. I explained to them what I was doing, that I created an applica-
tion for collaboration and socializing, and that there was CMS and messaging functionality 
in the current prototype. I urged them to be creative and told them to tell med everything 
on their minds. To further make them confident, I asked them to sign a consent form where 
I explained the purpose of the meeting and that I guaranteed them anonymity (Preece et 
al., 2007, p. 292). The questions are deliberately constructed in such a way that the first 
ones are easy to get them started and the middle ones are supposed to make them think 
harder and the last ones are there to make them relax and smile.
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The purpose of the questions was to find out what they knew and how they could contrib-
ute technically, theoretically and practically. It was also important to find out which platform 
they were on due to implementation issues and their experience with other software. If 
there was something already widely used, my application could integrate or take use of 
this, making the application more usable and to attract users. Excluding and forcing the 
users was not an option. If the users were going to use the application, it was important 
that all of them did. Their previous experience could determine how to design the learning 
curve and which metaphors to apply. How the group works, collaborates, socializes, com-
municates was another aspect of the interview. The current prototype would show them 
some possibilities. I also wanted alternative designs discussed during the interview. Below 
is the questions I asked and a collective summary of important findings in what they an-
swered. 
5.4.1 Level of technical knowledge
None of the groupʼs members had relevant technical knowledge. Some had basic knowl-
edge of HTML. Most had experience using mobile devices. Two of them were experts in 
interaction design. In regard to interface design in web applications, this knowledge was 
however more theoretical rather than practical.
Because the technical knowledge was low, I could not add advanced features like letting 
the users embed their own HTML or CSS. It told me another thing too; because no one 
had used the tools I use, they would not be able to know how long it would take to imple-
ment a feature or even if it were possible. If there had been experts in the group, they 
could have pointed me to solutions they wanted or even helped me code.
Technical knowledge
LOW MEDIUM HIGH
3
5
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5.4.2 Software platform
The platform that is provided to the subjects by their employer is the Windows XP operat-
ing system. Therefore, most of the users used Internet Explorer 6. Even though Internet 
Explorer 7 is available, no one used it because they were not allowed to because of uni-
versity policies. Some of the users used Firefox as their primary browser. 
Outside of work, the use was more diverse and they used Windows, Mac OS, Linux and 
even Unix. On these platforms the browsers they used was also Safari and Opera. 
For mail, the dominant application was the university web mail. Surprisingly, only two of 
them used a desktop application mail client like Outlook and Thunderbird at work. They 
preferred using the web mail interface in a browser. All of them had a email account at IFI.
Mozilla
1Opera1
Firefox
3
Safari
4
Explorer
5
Web browsers
Thunderbird
1
Gmail
1
Outlook
1
Webmail
7
Entourage
1
Mail clients
Other
1Jabber
1
MSN
2
SKYPE
3
None
5
Messenger services
Symbian
1
Mac
5
UNIX
2
Windows
8
Operating systems
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Only three of the subjects admitted using an instant messenger. When asked why they 
didnʼt use it, they answered that they didnʼt like it or that it was too intrusive and would dis-
turb them. When they used it, it was purely social.
Since the group used all major browsers on the market today and was on every platform, I 
would have to design for all of them. That meant extra time consumed with testing. If test-
ing was neglected, the application would behave differently from browser to browser and in 
some cases it wouldnʼt even work. Every platform must be tested for each feature added. 
This especially applies to CSS and Javascript. Especially IE6 is difficult and error prone 
because it does not behave as the other browsers. An example of this is found at 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_Explorer_box_model_bug (Internet explorer box model 
bug, 2007).
Since most used the IFI mail service, it meant that email can be integrated because the 
servers are open for any application as long as you can authenticate. Had they used a 
service like Hotmail (Hotmail, 2007), sending and receiving mail in the application would 
not have been possible. Since most didnʼt use a messenger, I deducted that they didnʼt 
need it as this is mostly a social feature and not intended for professional use. If you donʼt 
know many people on that particular network, you donʼt need it. When people said it was 
disturbing they really meant that the instant messaging client is disturbing. Take a network 
like the Microsoft Network (MSN)(Microsoft Network, 2007), which has the most popular 
instant messenger. This client requires much attention as default and plays sounds and 
blinks repeatedly to get your attention. I had to be careful that people didnʼt dislike the 
messaging functionality only because it resembled an annoying instant messenger. There 
were many opportunities to design it differently and to extend the interface with more fea-
tures.
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Figure 5.3: The Microsoft Instant messenger. By default, the messenger plays sounds and de-
mands much attention. The application will blink in the task bar there is an event and will do so un-
til you check the application. It also comes complete with advertisement banners you canʼt take 
away and interactive ads that pops up without asking the user. Some of the users didnʼt use it be-
cause of things like this.
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5.4.3 Work balancing
The majority of the subjects said that they didnʼt work a lot with the group. About 20% of  
the time they worked, they worked on group projects collaborating if they were working 
with the group at all. Three of the subjects almost never worked with the group.  The ones 
that taught said that at least 50% of their time was used on teaching. Half of the subjects 
taught at the time of the interview.
5.4.4 Communication methods
When I asked about communication in the group, I was surprised. Half my test group did 
not work with the group at all! I thought most of the work was performed as a group. Some 
of them saying they thought the communication within the group was not good enough. 
There were however always some group activities, especially the weekly group meetings 
needed follow up. The basis for communication and socialization was there.
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All the subjects told me that their primary form of communicating was email. Other than 
that, they could go and knock on each otherʼs doors, using face to face communication. 
Using phones, calling or using other applications such as chat or instant messaging was 
not used at all, except for a few cases of SMS. They have a wiki where they post notifica-
tions, but it is seldom updated or used. Most of them didnʼt mention the wiki or didnʼt know 
about it.
Knocking on doors is the most efficient, but you might disturb or intrude, or the people you 
want to talk to is too far away from your office or not there at all. Basing communication on 
knocking on doors is not bullet proof, and there is a serious matter of information loss, 
since spoken communication has no logging mechanism and exists only in the head of the 
ones involved. You would however get a quick response and support for back and forth 
communication is good. It is also easy to include many in a discussion and one can 
change information quickly. 
The wiki did not work as intended as some of them didnʼt even know about it. That meant 
that it was not useful for important group information unless people started using it. Com-
munication problems lead to more communication problems.
5.4.5 Communication satisfaction
Many times they would have long discussions on email. It was not easy to have a discus-
sion where you included more than two people, it was not easy to see what had been said 
earlier, you could lose control and messages and opinions would sometimes get lost. It 
was also time consuming and response would be too slow. The subjects thought that 
Not satisfied
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50%
Communication satisfaction
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communication between the groupʼs members was good enough, but thought there was 
room for improvement. Using todayʼs system with email it was too difficult to follow up on 
communication. 
Socially, many felt that they didnʼt want to disturb and wanted a nonintrusive way of inviting 
others to eat lunch or drink coffee. Social communication was not as common as many 
wanted. No one reported being alienated or that they didnʼt like working there because of 
lack of social communication or activities.
5.4.6 Project status
Some reported to have had a wiki, but it was no longer in use. 
None of the subjects reported having such a tool at the point of 
the interview. All communication regarding a collaborative work 
was done using email. Two of them mentioned experience with 
Google Docs, but that was not used with the group, only on ex-
ternal projects.
5.4.7 Document sharing
The users reported that if they were to share documents, they 
would either post them on their web page or just send them as 
email attachments. They all admitted that their current solution 
is not good enough.
5.4.8 News (blog)
The group was positive to this feature by saying they liked it, but despite this, half of the 
users said they would not use it. Reasons for this was that they thought no one would use 
it so the information there could not be trusted or updated. It would thus not be natural to 
go there to find information. Users donʼt like the idea that they must log in to read the 
posts.
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The users wanted to be able to post everything from lectures, links, images, media, infor-
mation about the group, seminars, disputes, and events. Current activities and news would 
be great to have there.
As for private content, the information they would have wanted would be discussions 
about projects, making appointments and setting up meetings. Privately the messages 
could also be of social nature, inviting people to seminars, parties, lunch, coffee and dis-
cussions. 
The news is really both a CMS and a messaging feature. The news would be the most up-
dated part of the application as everyone could add and edit the front page without effort. 
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To be able to insert links, images, maybe files and videos should be possible. This could 
be a great face for the group in regard to students and others that wants to see what the 
group is doing. If there are important messages or projects these can be displayed here.
The messaging interface would be one of my top priorities to develop further because it 
was the feature that would support socialization in a good way in that you could communi-
cate one to one and define groups of people to communicate with. 
Even though people were generally positive towards the different ways of communicating, 
there was a lack of input into to how to do it better. The potential and power of this feature 
was at this stage underestimated as it would be easy to make it support both sending of 
documents and would make it easy to communicate in every conceivable way. It was 
maybe the most extensible feature of all and could be developed into something really 
original in short time.
5.4.9 Information on people in application
The information already provided was username, name, email and home page. In addition 
they wanted links to articles they had written, which courses they teach, office room num-
ber, telephone number. They wanted to be able to upload their own pictures, but two of the 
subjects told me that the intention of the institute was to take official snapshots for use 
here. This was a feature they liked and would use. I had a few comments that the layout of 
the user information should be different, but no one told me how.
Here, a couple of creative ideas surfaced. One was that the users should be portrayed in a 
group photograph, a collage, where all the heads should be clickable and that should lead 
to detailed information about the users. Another idea was to create a calendar for each 
user and display it publicly so people could know when they were available and to know 
their schedule. Also, there should be an interactive map with an overview of the whole de-
sign department with red lines showing people the way to their offices. One user wanted to 
add their CV. 
This was a feature I would keep and develop. It seemed intrinsic to the system. It allowed 
easy to update information about the users, displayed using a business card metaphor. 
The layout and visual appearance could be further developed as well. The creative ideas 
were too time consuming to be realistic to implement.
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5.4.10 Research information
In addition to the things on the graph, the participants agreed that they would like to share 
their current and past projects either with a link to the project page if there was information 
about the project elsewhere.
5.4.11 Teaching
Most people liked that you could list courses only for the design group. Some pointed out 
that it was not necessary because this information was available one the official IFI web-
sites (Ifi home page, 2007) already. A creative idea that you could let the students rate 
courses by writing reviews came up. This idea was later scrapped because of ethical rea-
sons and because the university already has a feedback system for courses.
5.4.12 Messaging feature
Half of users said they liked the feature, but they generally would not use it. Appleʼs goal 
saying that you should design for 80% of the users to be sure that it would be used, was 
not reached, and this feature had to be taken out or be revamped so that users would like 
it. Instead they would just send email.
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They didnʼt like the fact that they had to log on to yet another system to read and send the 
messages. To increase the usability and usefulness, everybody in the design group had to 
use it for all their communication. Some wanted the user interface to be easier to read. 
The ability to send group messages and that you could send the message even if not 
logged in was highlighted as welcome features.
The negative aspects with it was that it didnʼt notify any one of a new message outside of 
the system. It should have integrated with email, either to notify that a message had been 
sent or send the message also in an email. Replying to such an email should create a 
message in the system for reference. The latter requires the application to be able to read 
email.
The fast message feature or “coffee function” was generally liked and most wanted to keep  
it. 
5.4.13 Mobile communication
A few of the subjects had tried using internet with the 
mobile. The others had never even tried it. Of those 
who had, they reported that it was too slow and difficult. 
In spite of this, some of them would have wanted to ac-
cess the system from portable devices.
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5.4.14 Additional functionality
The users wanted to be able to share files like documents, images and articles. Also it 
should have been possible to increase content management abilities. Resources should 
have been more advanced, and some mentioned a different navigational structure. 
Other than that, they liked what they saw and didnʼt want to take away anything or add 
anything.
The simplicity of the design was mentioned as something positive. There was not too 
much information on the pages, making it easy to use and navigate.
5.4.15 Customization
Other than adding your own picture no one had any special need for that. Changing the 
colors was mentioned, and some mentioned that that pages should conform to the new ifi 
pages, so customizability in this area would not be necessary. One of the subjects said 
that it wanted something with artistic design and beauty.
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The users liked the visual style and appearance of the prototype. Easy to grasp, not too 
much information, and clear and consistent page layout was mentioned.
5.4.16 Socialization
The questions about socialization and communication also aimed to find out what they 
generally talk about when they meet in the corridors. It is important as a developer that you 
know who you are dealing with. I wanted to find out if they were friends along with just be-
ing colleagues. If so, that meant communication had been good in the past and that meant 
the basis for developing intercommunication and collaboration was there already. The first 
group meeting had revolved a lot around coffee so I thought coffee could be the thing that 
could make them meet and socialize. Almost everyone drank coffee, one more thing they 
had in common. They only socialize during working hours and especially during lunch. 
Since there is a great turn around with the members of the group, especially new members 
would benefit in being introduced and included in the group. 
If I could somehow let people communicate in an informal and relaxed way, break the ice, 
and letting everyone be more comfortable with each other, the quality of collaboration 
would improve.
When talking with each other, they talk about recent activities in the group or just anything 
that comes up, really. Most talking is professional and not purely social. 
Everyone drank coffee every day except one, who drank just drank tea. How often they did 
this varied. Some had fixed habits and other had none. If not during lunch, they drank cof-
fee alone, not as a social activity.
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5.5 User participation and system design acceptance
The user input was lower than needed to fully answer the questions of functionality and 
design parameters. The initial design contained a number of advanced features, and some 
of the users were not willing to commit themselves to using these, although initial response 
was largely positive. This relates well to the experience of researchers in the field.  This 
appears to be a common response that one can find in many projects. 
It must be pointed out that at the time the interviews was done, this conclusion was not 
drawn. It is only now, considering hindsight, that this is the conclusion.
Having the group interview fresh in mind, it can be said that the users had not been nega-
tive, but had displayed a more neutral attitude. The enthusiasm and energy of the project 
group was not affected. There were still many proposals from the group to work with. 
There had been a number of good ideas, but they were very abstract, and required looking 
into more closely. At no point did anyone give instruction about what to do, leaving the de-
sign choices on the designers shoulders. This almost excludes the project group from the 
design process. 
The lack of visibility related to the time schedule became an issue as this led to lack of un-
derstanding in the project group of the urgency of the proceedings. Had I disappeared for 
month doing what I thought would be a good application for them, following a process ori-
ented model like the water fall model, the result would not have been worse. At the same 
time, this was only the first prototype, and it was not very advanced nor complex. 
5.5.1 Reasons for indifference in user input 
There are a number of possible reasons, other than lack of interest, that made the users 
indifferent. Here I present some possible answers.
• The group had not discussed the project amongst themselves, ironically because of lack 
of communication from the administrative ranks. This led to either a misunderstanding of 
the goal of the project or its importance. This might also explain that they were not pre-
pared for the interviews, as they simply had not heard about them. Half of the partici-
pants were not present during the group interview and did not hear the presentation. 
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• The project was not presented in a correct setting. The project was initially meant as a 
pure collaboration and socialization tool, but the group wanted to add CMS features as 
well. Due to lack of group communication, not everyone knew that the project was about 
collaboration and they might have thought it was purely a CMS. This explains the com-
ments that the application needs to conform to the university profile, which is necessary 
if it is to be integrated seamlessly with the existing web pages. The application was also 
presented in an ambiguous way due to a lack of decisions as proposals for new features 
were put forward. It became unclear whether this was just a CMS with semi static web 
pages, or if it was a powerful application for everything the users seemed to want. 
• This problem surfaces when you are creating something that is accessed through a web 
browser. It is just lately that web application interfaces could be as advanced as a desk-
top application. The application should have been presented as an application and never 
ever should the term web page have been mentioned. 
• The group of users were never mandated to take part in the project. In other words they 
were not told that this is something you have to do because they were going to use it in 
their daily work. Again, each member of the group could decide for themselves and it did 
not matter if they got a system or not. The background for this is the structure of the or-
ganization where there is no supreme decision maker that decides such things. 
• It appeared that far too many questions were handled at the same time. This led to a su-
perficial way of working with a number of loose ends. Ideally the work should have been 
concentrated, working with a few features at a time, and gradually implementing or out-
lining a series of features that the users had to deliberate on. A better approach and 
more in the spirit of agile development would be to concentrate on one feature at a time 
and validate it before moving on. Since I had a limited amount of time with the users and 
they were unaccessible at times, this approach was not possible. 
• The users as a group were busy. Doing the interviews was something they had to do be-
cause the design group at IFI is a teaching institution. If they didn’t really have the time 
and no one had done a proper “sales” pitch making them interested in the project, the 
interviews, which took 30 to 50 minutes, would have added to an already tight schedule. 
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• There was no budget involved. This is a voluntary project. There were no salaries or ex-
penses to be paid so there was no risk of overrunning a budget if the project should fail. 
If this had been done for a company there would have been time and budgetary limits, 
and a contract would have been signed. This would have made for a sharpening of user 
interest.
The user group gave indication that the work was on the right track and wanted the work to 
continue developing along those lines. It was too early to tell what the program could do 
since it contained no real data and the functionality was not fully decided upon. To be able 
to realize the power of the features, they would have to use the application over time. Only 
then could they give substantial enough feedback on the design alternatives. The latter co-
incides with the criticism against the waterfall model where requirements are prone to be 
partially redefined for further development to be successful (The waterfall model, 2007).
To make progress on the project, a set of conclusions on which to base the design were 
drawn. As shown above many factors were up for consideration. The intention behind the 
chosen functionality was that presenting a definite application would pull the user group 
together, and make the group collaborate and socialize with the help of an application. 
It later became clear from comments from several of the users that the project would have 
benefited from more input from the users before the design was made. A new group meet-
ing was then held to improve the conceptual model that had been under-designed. Just 
designing a solution based on technical possibilities alone proved to be mistaken. It was 
taken for granted that they wanted the most high-tech solution possible when this was not 
necessarily true for all the users.
The conclusion that the users liked the design of the application might not have been 
reached if the set of questions had been different. When the developer is doing an inter-
view based on his own definite ideas about how the application should function, it is diffi-
cult not to lead the participants to think in the same direction. If the question set had been 
completely different, for instance revolving only around how the users work and getting to 
know them a little better personally, the conclusions could have been widely different. 
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It came clear that there are several dilemmas inherent in the process. It is difficult to bal-
ance when to let the users design the application and when not to listen to them and de-
cide to do what a developer thinks is better. After all, the developer is a person with more 
knowledge about designing an application. 
On the other hand, the developer is working for the users. If they want something the de-
veloper would not recommend, it is important to work it out so that they as a customer are 
happy and feel like they contribute. It must be possible to say all they want and bury the 
designer with information and creativity, but in the end, it is up to the designer to take the 
final decision. Some of the ideas don’t fit in, are too difficult to crate or takes too much 
time. On the other hand, if you are able use the ideas of your customer in a meaningful 
way, that will surely benefit the project in the end and lead to good appraisals and better 
feedback. It’s important to catch the interest of your users and get them involved. This is 
also one of Appleʼs main concerns where they repeatedly say it is important to listen to the 
users. After all it is them you are designing for (Apple, 2006).
These considerations are of a general nature and there is much ongoing research into the 
questions of how to deal with user participation, user innovation and similar subjects in a 
positive way.
5.5.2 Communicating with the users 
Initially this project had not been fully introduced to the user group. Knowledge of the per-
son doing this master thesis, the project intention and the process had to be established 
as part of the startup procedure for the project.
It became clear that the project had been discussed amongst the group members in a su-
perficial way. Mention must be made that the group does not communicate a lot, there are 
many projects going on alongside this one, people are busy and some even felt there was 
no need for a project like this. These factors should have been faced early on, so that the 
project could have been set on a firmer course.  
The experience gained is very broad ranging, and some factors should be mentioned.
The questions concerning the organization at IFI is a central point in the work done. A 
closer link to IFI strategy and operational plans is necessary to get a good process devel-
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oping an application like this. The terms of the project were initially defined to view upon 
the design group as a real company. To make this feasible, the group and IFI had to take 
the project seriously and commit to it.
There should have been a personal presentation of all group members, for example 
through a startup meeting. The important ideas behind the application should have clearly 
pitched here. A formal presentation of the project should have been made, with enough 
information for all group members. Included here should have been a presentation of pos-
sible strategic intentions from IFI. An application like this can be a very useful tool for IFI. 
The link to the administration of IFI has not been strong. Research in depth of the opera-
tion of the user group to understand the group and IFI better before starting the coding. 
Relationships between users, administration, technical possibilities, user readiness, etc., 
all adds to project experience. Extracurricular things like these will be surfacing in every 
project! It isnʼt enough being a good programmer, you need to be there and understand 
your users. You should deliver excellent service and accept that there will always be unex-
pected behavior when dealing with other people. 
The theoretical design processes described in a book does take into account that require-
ments change, staff changes and that the involved disagree. Theory cannot prepare you 
for what happens when you are in the middle of it. If someone is let out or don’t get the 
features they want, they might say the whole project doesnʼt work and refuse to cooperate. 
The most important lesson to be learned from this project is to smile and be polite, make 
your users like you and sell the projectʼs ideas to gain interest. Show your face and be 
pleasant. If the interviews are handled by a charming and witty person and you can make 
them feel like they are having fun when participating in the different parts of the process, 
the users are more likely to be responsive. My strategy with the interviews was that they 
would be informal, and the questions were created in a special order to make them confi-
dent and to let us break up the meeting with a smile. Even though this went well with the 
participants, the feedback did not come as wished for. There can be many reasons for this, 
as shown in the literature. Joshi (1992) collaborated by Joshi (1991) says that “in the ab-
sence of proper choice of persuasion approaches, systems developers may end up creat-
ing friction between them and the users. They may fail to obtain necessary cooperation 
from the users, resulting in delays or failures in the implementation of systems. Therefore, 
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it may be important for developers to be tactful (i.e. deploy proper persuasion approaches) 
to retain usersʼ goodwill and to maintain a cooperative relationship.” Further, the article 
says these persuasion approaches are:
• Friendliness. Be likable and pleasant. Act friendly and react to the personʼs concerns and 
moods.
• Bargaining. Involves exchange of favors. 
• Reason. Use facts and logical arguments to convince others.
• Assertiveness. Be forceful by setting deadlines, be demanding, and express strong emo-
tion.
• Higher authority. Reference to a higher authority to influence the target to comply to a 
request.
• Coalition. Mobilize other people to persuade a target.
The article then concludes that the developer should have skills to persuade or influence 
the users when the users donʼt cooperate in order for the user-developer relationship to be 
constructive. Being able to persuade and influence others also results in less tension and 
more job satisfaction. 
My role as developer, doing every step on my own, from design to implementation, was at 
this point increasingly difficult as my personal attributes, how I was perceived by the users, 
came into play. I had not socialized enough with the users that they were comfortable 
enough to talk loosely about anything when they saw me. Talking about things outside of 
interviews can help gain important information about how they work and insight into the 
organization. 
Also it must be admitted that not enough of the right questions were asked. User require-
ment meetings should have taken place before the first prototype was developed. The fre-
quency of meetings should have been higher. Since the full group meeting was such a big 
success, having another group meeting instead of the individual interviews would generate 
more feedback on the application. Having group interviews would have been more effec-
tive as well, avoiding interviewing everyone in one hour instead of an hour for each and 
then going through audio recordings and notes to do a complex analysis. 
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Had the group met up and discussed what they needed and made a formal requirement 
specification beforehand, the project would also evolved more quickly. This was however 
something that was felt could not be demanded, due to them being busy and the implicit 
intention of not disturbing them in their normal work routines. 
5.5.3 Final remarks 
No one asked to take any features away, even if some users claimed they would never 
use it. 
Added work should have been done on user attraction, making the users want to use the 
application, by making it more usable and useful and concentrating on making it easy to 
learn. An automatic log-in feature and integrated email would certainly be created, easy 
solutions to important issues.
After contemplating this for a while and reanalyzing the interviews, another conclusion was 
made. The traditional risk of falling into the trap of not getting the groups attention and in-
terest loomed. There was a severe lack of user input generally. This is one of the most 
common reasons for a project to fail. It became necessary to remedy this.
When doing the interviews it became clear that the group was more complex than I had 
anticipated. They did not collaborate and work cooperatively as much as wished for. They 
did not have any common platform already, their backgrounds and interests differed a lot 
and some had been there working in a way they had acquired over an extended time and 
that they were comfortable with. In short, the group was not homogenous. The people 
working there have enough to do on their own. They have their personal goals and some-
times the goals of the group are in conflict with these.
5.6 Design, the second prototype
I continued working using the data I had and decided to develop the features that was al-
ready there. I had to design the application to work for all browsers which can be tedious 
and difficult. I had to make the features be in working condition so that they could use 
them. Enabling them to add data should make it easier to see the true powers of the dif-
ferent features. That should also make them find errors in information flow and general 
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application behavior.
5.6.1 Appearance and consistency
Although the focus of my efforts were not supposed to revolve around user interface de-
sign, the user interface was to some extent revamped. I had found some issues with css 
support in IE6 and at the same time I changed the simple white layout to include some 
color. I defined three header styles that were used consistently all across the application to 
help the users recognize different kinds of information. I created a color scheme that would 
help important information stick out. During the interviews I had gotten some feedback that 
the user interface was easy to grasp and that it didnʼt suffer from information overload. At 
the same time the participants told me that they didnʼt want anything too advanced and 
that it must be easy to learn. That meant I had to try to make everything very explicit. If the 
interface could seem to not contain much but at the same time include everything neces-
sary, it would certainly benefit the users and the overall reception of the application. I still 
wanted to keep the different features and add some, but too make each feature more 
complex was something I had to avoid.
Due to the different alternative designs, the global navigation menu had grown to contain 
too many links, making it difficult to remember all of them. I therefore placed the ones that 
were public on the left and placed the restricted ones on the right. Links that werenʼt really 
features like “Log out” were tucked away all the way to the right in small font with the user 
information. I wanted the second prototype to be more beautiful and appealing to catch the 
interest of the users. I also added a couple of new features because I had to further inves-
tigate if there was additional functionality they could want.
5.6.2 Easier content management
The CMS features were static in the first prototype, the only thing you could do was to add 
resources. At the same time, this was too constricting. There was no way of generally cre-
ate different resource types. The best approach would be to let them author the content 
themselves without writing any code. There are however problems related to that. The first 
thing is that all of it has to be completely modifiable. For such a feature to be useful, it 
must be possible to add, edit and destroy everything. That presents possible problems 
with authorization and data loss. The most important thing, but at the same time the most 
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difficult to achieve is, is that it is fast and easy to use and learn. A general web site author-
ing tool that is supposed to let them add files, links and other media to a web site with a 
few click is not easy to implement in a short time from scratch. The input had to result in 
HTML as well, since the content was to be rendered in a browser.
In the first prototype, the only way of inputting something to the system was using plain 
HTML components like text inputs and text areas. The only thing you can input is text, if 
you want formatting, you must analyze the text after submitting it and add HTML tags 
where appropriate to make it display formatted in a browser. This is tedious and error 
prone. The worst thing about it is that does not support links or media. Creating such pos-
sibilities requires separate interfaces for insert different kind of links and uploading of files. 
I needed something more advanced and something that made this all easier. 
I knew that Wordpress and Google Docs uses an editor with features similar to the ones I 
needed and started to investigate how this was possible. The solution lies in Javascript. 
Javascript support asynchronous events through input fields. These events are triggered 
when an input field has focus and the user types something in it. What the user types is 
then caught and instead of displaying it in the input field, you hide the field and pipe the 
output to another element. Before the input is directly piped, you can alter the input by 
adding HTML and CSS formatting making the browser able to render it in a more sensible 
way. However, after experimenting with this, the only thing I was able to include was font 
formatting and insertion of links. I realized that it would take too much time creating it my-
self so I started searching the net for an open source alternative. I found the TinyMCE edi-
tor. 
The TinyMCE is a javascript library which can turn HTML text area elements into full 
fledged online editors. This was exactly what I needed. With just a few lines of configura-
tion I had added all the controls I needed. Some of the default interfaces, such as the one 
for inserting images didnʼt support file uploads, just linking, so I modified it. This was so 
powerful. It was fast, had reasonable cross browser support and extremely customizable 
and feature rich. It also had the benefit that it generated valid HTML directly without any 
further manipulation. Built was a white listing control that could cleanse the HTML from 
dangerous input. Cross site scripting (XSS) attempts, where a user could insert scripts to 
access cookies or redirect users, where automatically handled by the editor.
Now I had support for insertion of links, email addresses and images. I decided not to let 
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people share files a part from images as the server had a file size limitation and such a 
feature has security issues. The images could even be inserted in different sizes either by 
manipulating the image HTML tag or by actually resizing them through a library for Ruby 
called Rmagick. I soon realized that this javascript based editor could be used as a com-
plete editing tool. You could write HTML pages with this. After confirming that it worked in 
all major browsers, I concluded to base my whole application on the editorʼs possibilities. I 
must point out that it did not have good enough Safari 2 support, but Apple had already put 
out a beta of Safari 3, and it worked there. At the time of writing this, Safari 3 is out of beta 
and upgrading should not be difficult. I also had some difficulties with various bugs as this 
the TinyMCE is under constant development to meet the development of browsers. Most 
of these were overcome by trial and error. 
Figure 5.4: The new TinyMCE Editor for input. It replaces normal text areas and provides pure 
HTML output. It has support for inserting images, links and video. It also has support for everything 
you can do in a normal text editor like setting font-size, text styles, smileys (never saw an editor 
with that) and everything else you might need. The window on the right shows the insert flash dia-
log with a video from Youtube inserted. The window is hidden when not used and hovers above the 
page. It is movable by dragging it with the mouse.
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Figure 5.5: The TinyMCE editor with all features enabled. You can add custom interfaces for some 
of the buttons by calling custom Javascript code. The application now has custom support for im-
age insertion by allowing image upload. By default, image linking is the only option.
5.6.3 Document sharing
The group did not have a way of sharing documents and work in progress other than 
sending email. I wanted to create an interface that enabled them to do so. One of the in-
terview participants had said she wanted a white board for collaboration. Also, in the group 
interview, some of the participants there had mentioned how you could share documents 
using Google Docs. Considering ideas like that, I added a feature that I called documents. 
It was in reality just an online editor where you could write text, add multimedia, and store 
it for later. You could also just paste text from the internet or from a desktop editor. It would 
then be available for everyone to see. If you examine it, it resembles a blog, only that the 
editor is always in edit mode and the input field is bigger. The fact that it was always in edit 
mode, made it easy to do changes but at the same time it was easy to do unwanted 
changes or delete content. I therefore added a locking system making the documents read 
only if the lock was set. Even though it was added as a new feature, it was clearly just an-
other alternative designs for communication. The blog/wiki, messages and documents 
could all send the same kind of information and their interfaces could all create the same 
message content. The only differences were the layout and appearance. 
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Originally I had intended the document feature to be an interface where you could upload 
files and keep them in a catalogue structure to navigate. I still had not confirmed that file 
upload was possible when (or if) the application was moved to run internally at IFI. That is 
why I did not want to create or show the users a feature that they then wanted and which 
then had to be removed later. Documents could be shared by linking them from their home 
areas at ifi or from other public web servers.
5.6.4 Automatic login
I had many complaints during the interviews that to have yet another place to log in would 
not be appreciated. Some even said they would probably not use the application if they 
had to do that. I remembered that various internet site offered a “remember me” checkbox. 
When logging in, the login could be stored in the browser even if the browser was closed 
or the computer turned off. This was all I needed and suddenly they would just have to log 
in once and never again. As most of them have their own offices and their computers are 
not public, it would be acceptable to have such a feature. After reading up on it, I devised a 
way to do it by storing the login in browser cookies. It was even possible to set a time out, 
resetting them after a specified time. Also the cookie was encrypted.
Figure 5.6: The “remember me” feature. This was added to attract users and make them overcome 
the hurdle of logging in all the time.
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5.6.5 Feature improvements
The news was changed to blog and I added the TinyMCE editor to the interface. I created 
a wiki for them to use privately and took away the public and private radio buttons in the 
old news interface. This was in part because some didnʼt want both possibilities and to 
avoid confusion about what private and public was. I just created two similar interfaces 
from the one and put one of them behind login. I wanted it to take away any confusion 
around the old news interface. Also since they had used a wiki in their work and collabora-
tion earlier, I wanted to show them that it was possible to integrate a wiki into the system 
so they didnʼt need multiple places to log on.
The user interface was made more easy to grasp by removing some of the information like 
for instance the user name. The business card metaphor was made more clear by putting 
the userʼs image on top and showing the name with a bigger font. It was also framed and 
organized to fit in with the others by making a size constraint. Now it also contained infor-
mation usually found in a real-world business card. 
Figure 5.7: The business card representation of users, extract from the page listing all the users. 
As more are added, they form a perfectly aligned grid which will scale according to browser win-
dow and screen resolution. It is easy to add, edit or delete users from this interface by using the 
two buttons in the top left corner of each card.
The resources represented the boldest move in the applicationʼs evolution. From the inter-
views, I had learned that people wanted to be able to add different kinds of information. To 
accommodate them all, my only option was to create a general feature that enabled them 
to add whatever they wanted. It was easy to just give them a big editor and let them add 
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whatever they wanted, but that would not be good enough. The ability to create categories 
and constrain each resource to contain certain information had to be there. If not, the page 
would be very difficult to read after a while and there would be no organization and the 
page would be really ugly and look amateurish at best. What I came up with was the ability 
to create resource types and add resources of that type later on. That would make it pos-
sible to create all the resources found in the current official web page of the design group 
and as many others as they would want. Since the TinyMCE editor now was used in stead 
of normal text areas everywhere in the system, the could easily add links and images to 
their resources.
This was the most powerful feature of the system. It was meant to be able to take care of 
all content management needs. It was not finished, it was just meant to give the users an 
idea of what was possible. Editing was not possible because I did not want to take the time 
to make it in case the feature was not welcome. The biggest problem with the feature was 
that it was definitely the most difficult to learn. I struggled a bit to find a generic interface 
that could support all kinds of resource inserts and at the same time let it be self explana-
tory. I knew that if it wasnʼt, nobody would use it because they would not take the time to 
learn it. In the end, I wasnʼt satisfied with it and left it up to the users to suggest 
improvements.
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Figure 5.8: Creating resources. 1. Create a resource type. 2. Add a resource of that type. 3. Result 
is inserting into the application window.
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The messages was basically the same, except that the interface was a bit more elaborate 
and easy to grasp by collecting all the messages in a table. Own messages were now 
highlighted. In the blog, the wiki and the messages, I added support for notifying the re-
cipients that there was a new message through email. The email did not send the mes-
sage; instead it just said there was a message and linked to the system. This was to try to 
get the users to use the system. 
The fast messages, being able to send a message only with a click of the mouse, was 
generally liked in the interviews. I had now added support for creating your own fast mes-
sages. I had under-designed them a bit by hiding them behind the ifi icon. Logically, when 
clicking the ifi icon, you should go to the start page. I was aware that this probably was a 
mistake and could lead to confusion and that the users would not know about the feature. I 
did not come up with a better alternative at the time, and I was stressed on time since I 
had added so many other features, so I left them there. To remedy this, I created a help file 
with instructions and did a blog post explaining it, hoping it would not lead to problems. In 
the first prototype the fast messages had been right there in the local navigation menu, but 
since you now could create as many as you wanted, I was afraid it might clutter the page 
too much if you had many them.
Other features that I added were the options, were you could create fast messages and 
change your password. I also added a search box. Every system should have a search. 
The search feature was also done with a “search-as-you-type” technique now increasingly 
common. It was kind of an experiment, but usable, as you could find and open documents 
from the search result window. It was yet another feature meant to provoke the imagination 
of my test subjects.
The idea that the application was supposed to be used with a mobile phone was not priori-
tized because most of the people in the group didnʼt use their mobile phone internet and 
would not use the application that way. I also found out that it was not necessary to do 
anything with it because I found solutions that would let the application run without great 
modifications. The only thing I would have to do was to make a version that didnʼt require 
Ajax or heavy use of Javascript. It was also possible to run the application through Operaʼs 
Mini web browser for PDA and mobile phones. On such a solution, the only problem would 
be that the layout would be controlled by the browser since it is interpreted and pre-
rendered remotely and directly interpreted. Implementing mobile phone support would not 
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generate feedback as on one would try it. It is too slow and expensive at the moment, but 
something that should be attractive in the future.
5.7 Evaluation, second interviews
The second interviews was still part requirement analysis. This time the system was fully 
operational, and most of the features functioned with very few recurring bugs. I had tested 
the application myself for a while before deploying it on a web server. Some problems with 
IE6 had taken a while to figure out. The bugs had not been logical and was inherent in the 
browser and not in the code, so the only way to resolve them was by trial and error. I must 
note that during the whole of the project, problems particular to IE6 cost me at least 2 
weeks of constant development. It is easy to see how unexpected problems like this can 
be left out of the planning stage. It will however cause massive delays. On a big project, 
being inexperienced on not taking into account things like this can be very expensive. 
After deploying the application, I sent the group an email asking them to try it and find 
bugs. Using the system for communication, the group found several bugs and came with 
many ideas for feature improvements. The system proved itself as functional and a very 
effective means of communication. Many improvements were made, I added support for 
inserting videos and removed a couple of bugs. This was group collaboration at its finest, 
were we made much progress in just a week. 
I constructed the interview like a usability test. I gave them 8 tasks to complete and had a 
chat with them when done. I also included elements from a walkthrough since I know most 
of them probably hadnʼt taken the time to learn how to use the system. If they got frus-
trated and didnʼt know how to complete the task, I would help them and show them how to 
do it. It is better to help them than them not being able to complete the task (Apple, 2006).
Email correspondence with the group before the interviews had displayed discontent and 
negativity about the project. I did not feel welcome to do the interviews as the groupʼs 
members now were reluctant. Some did not answer my request to perform the usability 
test and some was away on a conference, hence my test group was very small. Nielsen 
(2000) has constructed a graph that having more than five users is not necessary as us-
ability problems uncovered will not increase if you have more, so the data extracted from 
this small group should be sufficient. The email correspondence with the group had how-
ever resolved many issues regarding the project and group communication. Everyone in 
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the group that had followed the email correspondence now knew what the project was 
about as this had been gone through in detail.
Below is a summary of the second interviews:
User Task 1: Tell everyone in the design group that there is a HCI conference in 
San Diego the 5. October.
1
2
3
4
OK.
OK, was in doubt wether he should use messages or the blog.
OK.
Used messages, took some time to see that she needed to check contacts in 
the checkboxes on the left.
User Task 2: Create a blog post with a picture.
1
2
3
4
OK.
OK.
OK, used message interface and not blog.
OK.
User Task 3: Edit that post and change some of the text.
1
2
3
4
OK.
OK.
OK.
OK.
User Task 4: Create a resource type called ʻBookʼ with fields for title, a link to the 
author and a description of the book, in that order.
1
2
Chose a small editor field for description. Wanted to paste a url for the link.
Had problems getting it right and was impatient to move on. Did not want to 
understand how to do. 
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User Task 4: Create a resource type called ʻBookʼ with fields for title, a link to the 
author and a description of the book, in that order.
3
4
Had problems understanding the interface and what the different data field 
were for. Did not understand how to insert link. Could fathom after creating 
some resources and then see how they looked as a “Book”.
Did not understand that the preview was a representation of how it was going 
to be. Had problems getting it right, did not see the difference between re-
source type and plain resource.
User Task 5: Add a new Book and fill in all the fields.
1
2
3
4
OK.
OK.
OK.
OK.
User Task 6: Write a message only to the user ʻPederʼ and notify him by email.
1
2
3
4
OK.
OK.
OK.
OK.
User Task 7: Invite every one to drink coffee using fast messages.
1
2
3
4
OK, didnʼt like that the feature was hidden behind the logo. Wanted them to 
be accessible with only one click on all the pages.
OK.
OK, didnʼt like that the feature was hidden behind the logo.
OK, wants to connect fast messages to contacts and keep them in the mes-
sage interface.
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User Task 8: Create a document containing a link, some bold text, a smiley and a 
Youtube movie.
1
2
3
4
Difficult with video. Didnʼt use transparent mode setting. Forgot to save and 
lost everything.
OK.
Not enough time to complete.
Not enough time to complete.
User General comments and suggestions
1
2
3
4
Put image in fast message notification. Add account settings for email inte-
gration.
Wants something simpler, with less functionality. Did not specify.
Nothing to report.
Thinks it is slow. 
Table 5.2: The evaluation of the second prototype. The test showed that they could easily perform 
the tasks without any previous training. The interface for adding resources were the only thing that 
were troublesome and required some trial and error. 
The main conclusion I drew from this was that all tasks, except the resources, where com-
pleted without any problems at all. Generally, the system seemed really easy to learn, use 
and remember. That people had problems using the resource interface was to be ex-
pected. The tasks regarding resources were the most complex and detailed ones as well. I 
wanted to communicate the power I saw in being able to insert any content as valid HTML 
through this interface, but there was no enthusiasm over it. With minimal feedback on the 
interface, it would be possible however to make this work as well. 
The strategy of making all input controlled by the TinyMCE editor was a success. People 
were able to adopt quickly to this interface because of experience with similar interfaces 
found in other editors. The only thing that people had problems with was inserting video. 
The default interface for it is straightforward but it contains more elements than needed. 
Initially, the group had asked for possibilities to insert flash videos, but I had added support 
for everything else. When they had trouble, they did not use the search or browse the help  
to find out how to do it. There was also a post about how to do it in the blog. I had a prob-
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lem with flash videos and transparency which forced users to make an explicit option set-
ting when inserting video. If you hadnʼt read the instructions, there was no way of knowing 
so, unfortunately I had not had the time to construct a custom interface as I had with image 
and link inserts.
When sending messages to the whole group, there was ambiguity about which interface to 
use, the messages or the blog. It was still my intent that these were alternatives to each 
other and I wanted to find out which one they would prefer. There was still no one saying 
that they would take anything away, except for one that said it was all too much. The big-
gest design flaw that breaks every convention is hiding the fast messages behind the ifi 
logo. I argue that it is clean and removes clutter, but they must be placed somewhere else. 
They might not get used as no one would find them except by coincidence. That was as 
expected. From the last prototype it was now also slower to use them since you needed 
two clicks and not just one. 
Figure 5.9: Picture of a custom image insert box and the fast message dialog. The fast messages 
“flies” in from the left when clicking the icon in the top left corner. From the images insert box, it is 
possible to upload images. The default TinyMCE only allows linking.
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5.8 Meeting with the whole group
Immediately after the last user evaluation, there was a meeting with the whole group, even 
the ones that had not participated in the design process. The meeting was summoned be-
cause of misunderstandings apparent in the mentioned email correspondence before the 
user evaluations. I was to present my results and the application, and the group was going 
to discuss their communicative situation and possibilities for using groupware for collabo-
ration.
5.8.1 Problems related to further development
I presented the application for the group and explained the different features, that it sup-
ported both content management and collaboration. These were some of the problems 
that were pointed out in regards with continuing development. This is what they said:
• It was not realistic to do as a project. The groupʼs members thought that it would be im-
possible to make an application and get it good enough for production use. I did not mat-
ter how long the project would be under development. No student at Ifi would have the 
skill or ability to make a groupware application that was good enough ready for produc-
tion.
• It was not easy to use. Even if the features were easy to use, it was a problem that there 
was yet another place to log in even if I would argue it was completely remedied by add-
ing the remember me function. They would just have to log in once, and never again, 
and that was also too much. 
• The group had no knowledge of group software. Apparently, people were had no experi-
ence and theoretical knowledge of groupware. That meant it would be difficult to develop  
and maintain and application. It would also be difficult to know when and how to use it.
• The wiki they had used before was one of the easiest to use. Still, they agreed it was not 
easy enough for them to use. The probability that me or any other student that would 
continue development of the application would be able to create something that was 
even easier to use was impossible. After all, there was a huge community of professional 
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developers out there trying to do this every day.
• No one in the group has the technical competence to maintain the application. 
• They also claimed that the current static web pages should be good enough before de-
veloping dynamic ones. Thus the project should wait until that is done.
They agreed that they needed a new system for collaboration. Email was unreliable and 
too difficult to use. There was then a discussion around what their alternatives were. I 
asked them why the use of the wiki had been abandoned. No one really knew, some said 
it was because it did not support file upload, another said it was too difficult to use be-
cause they had had no training in using it. It also didnʼt provide a good enough interface 
for back and forth communication. It was also yet another place to log in, which was unac-
ceptable for some.
As some had previously mentioned Google Docs and Group, the group said it was also too 
difficult and thus impossible to get everyone to use it. It also entailed many new places to 
check for updates and log in to. There was a mention of a couple of other alternatives but 
they agreed that none of them were any better or easier than the wiki they already had.
What the group in the end concluded was to resurrect the wiki and that they would have a 
meeting going through how to use it. There was also a need to refurbish the web pages, 
but they needed not be dynamic. No one would update them. The data on the wiki would 
mainly revolve around meeting schedules, not discussions or socializing. In the end, one 
of the groupʼs members told me I had created what they had told me to create, but they 
still chose to abandon it. 
5.8.2 Remarks to the final group meeting
This group meeting had the highest turnout of any of the other correspondence or meet-
ings I had during the full course of working with the group. I saw many new faces there, 
and I wondered what had drawn them to the meeting and why they had shown no interest 
until the project was finally abandoned. In my opinion, this meeting should have been held 
before I started the development process, saving everyone for much time. Probably the 
project would not be initiated or it would be redefined. In the latter case, some require-
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ments would have been defined before the project started so that the first meetings could 
be more on target and not be defining requirements. However, the same conclusions may 
still have been reached and they would have just started using the wiki again. 
Why the group was so reluctant to participate in a creative design process and try to make 
something better than everything out there must be that they donʼt have the time and that 
it would disturb them from doing their work. Having to learn new things also takes time and 
if it is forced upon them, it would feel uncomfortable and annoying. 
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6. Conclusions
The design process with the design group has lasted 9 months, and is now completed. 
During this time I have learned much about the administrative side of IFI, I got to know the 
participants well, and how they work and communicate. Several new areas of competence 
had to be opened up to make progress, such as user psychology and innovation. Building 
competence in programming with Ruby on rails and affiliated technologies has been 
achieved.
The groupʼs current IT solution is not good. It is based on emails with attachments and so 
it is difficult to keep track of documents, projects and other work. Their wiki is not opera-
tional and people are often loosing track of schedules, especially last minute changes. 
Many modern features are lacking.
Work schedules and role descriptions are very different for members and students at IFI. 
Some work alone, some in groups, some teach, and they are located in several buildings, 
as well as in other parts of the world. The use and contribution of a groupware application 
from each member will vary widely, depending on their work. The group information situa-
tion is therefore complex and an advanced application is required. At the same time the 
user threshold should be low.
The user group seemed partly unwilling to participate in a design process where they had 
to contribute in a creative way. The questions of user readiness, participation, organiza-
tional mechanisms and innovation came up for consideration. Work in this socioeconomic 
field must be done to succeed with a modern application for the group.
As the technical skills are medium to low, which is normal in a group like this, an applica-
tion must be easy to use, requiring no training at all. It must be updated continually and 
responsibility for such work must be clearly stated. 
The group definitely needs an application for socialization and collaboration. The groupʼs 
members hardly know each other personally, and many of the groupʼs members pointed 
out that they wished there would be more social activities and that this possibly would lead 
to an increase in group collaboration.
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The group, paradoxically, does not appear to want an application, neither any of the appli-
cations that exists on the market today nor a new one. They seem to prefer the inconven-
ience of using email to collaborate and share documents. 
Some of the reasons for this are individual and some are common for the groupʼs mem-
bers. The main reason, as they state, is that they donʼt have enough group activities for 
such an application to be necessary. Another reason is that they have never used such an 
application and donʼt know which benefits it might carry to use one. The only way to find 
out is to start using one, which is time consuming and possibly difficult. There is also con-
sensus that no one would take responsibility for keeping the application updated with in-
formation, thus rendering it virtually useless.
It became clear that the group wanted better web sites and a proper meeting schedule, but 
not more. They also decided restart using the wiki, which is difficult to use and requires 
time to keep updated and training.
Communication problems surfaced at an early stage as it should have been made far 
clearer from the start that this was an application for socialization and collaboration. Sub-
sequent concentration on fewer features would have been beneficial.
When the user sentiment became clear I could have taken a stronger position to clear the 
situation that finally arose. It would also have been necessary to get confirmation for the 
basis of the project at the design group, to present the project in a concise way and take a 
stronger responsibility for the direction in which it evolved. 
Initially I assumed that the groupʼs members knew in detail that the project existed, who I 
was and that the work was about collaborative software. This was not the case. The user 
group felt no strong obligation towards groupware. Too much attention was focused on 
keeping web sites clean and updated. Presenting the content management features along 
with the communication modules made the presentation overloaded and progress slowed. 
Little was accomplished beyond the prototype stage. More frequent feedback and informa-
tion should have been exchanged. The design choices should have been made clearer 
and I should have opted for more testing.  
The technical side should have been made smaller initially using less time on program-
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ming. Project management ability was also somewhat lacking, indicating a poor ability to 
estimate time usage. A time plan should have been made.
The effort in getting to know the group, their situation and wishes were clearly underesti-
mated. I tried to give them everything they asked for, but in the end, when none of the fea-
tures where really good, progress stalled.
It is my view that some initiative should be taken towards stimulating the need for group 
communication. Had there been a clear benefit for all the groupʼs members in pursuing the 
project either by saving time, making life easier, building image and reputation by creating 
innovative or commercial solutions, I am sure I would have come to another conclusion. As 
long as there is no such incentive, the project had to progress slowly. 
The thesis concludes that the group needs a collaborative platform, but that the investiga-
tions presented here did not lead to establish which features could provide this. Before the 
group is ready to adopt groupware, the groupʼs working environment should be focused 
around a clear incentive to commit to using groupware. To accomplish this, the group 
should follow my recommendations.
6.1 Recommendations
The group as a whole did not want to continue development for the reasons given but an 
application for socialization and collaboration might still find its place in the design group. 
To successfully continue the project, one should apply heuristics as in Nielsen (2005) and 
take away everything that is ambiguous and not required.
I recommend that the following steps are taken to increase the projectʼs acceptance and 
interest:
• Take away all the content management features, the blog, the users and the resources. 
Create a separate project for content management. This is to ensure that there is no 
confusion about what the project is about. It is not the new web site of the design group. 
The users should be there only as representatives of the design group, and not repre-
senting their own private interests.
• Take away the messaging interfaces you donʼt need. Take away the blog, the wiki and 
the documents and keep the messages feature. These are all alternative designs to each 
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other with the same functionality. The exception is the documents where there is a file 
browser, but it only displays a short list of all the documents made so you can find them. 
This list could easily be moved to messages. 
• Take away the search and the fast messages. The search is not needed, but can be re-
enabled and extended later if needed. It is always recommended to have an internal 
search feature (Nielsen, 2005). The fast messages is perhaps a novelty, but isnʼt 
needed. It also requires you to look at your screen to see them. An alternative would be 
to apply sounds or send an email to make people aware of them, but it would still require 
the users to have the application open in a browser. Sending email could just be done 
with the email client, even if the fast message would be faster. One has to streamline the 
feature to make it more usable.
• Since all public features are taken away, the application would have to be logged in to 
use any of its features. That would improve security of the application by removing 
chances for logical errors in the code and make the code easier to maintain.
• The application must run on IFIʼs servers. This is to maintain data integrity and control, 
as well as keeping the application secure. Also, the IFI network is really fast, and the de-
signing for user experience under such conditions would open for new possibilities. The 
application would be very responsive and page loads would be done without the user 
even noticing.
• The Ruby on rails framework will probably never run on IFIʼs web servers and must be 
removed. The reason for this is that the people responsible for the group donʼt want to 
enable their servers for the framework. It consumes too much time communicating about 
this. It is also a relatively new framework. Not many people has intimate knowledge of it, 
making the application difficult to maintain. My recommendation is therefore to rewrite 
the application using PHP. Most of the Javascript, the HTML (the structure), the CSS and 
the model can be used without great modifications. It is mainly the controllers, which are 
written in Ruby, that need to be changed. PHP will run directly on any IFI server.
• All code regarding file upload must be taken away and replaced with code enabling you 
to share files and documents by linking to them from a public web server, preferably on 
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the home area disks at IFI. The reason for this is that file uploads are prohibited because 
of possible security threats.
In short, the application should be only about collaborative and social communication. 
Screenshots of an heuristic version of the application can be found in the appendix. This is 
much easier to work with as it contains less features, but has almost all the same function-
ality.
Apart from the technical, other areas of research should be pursued. The literature studies 
showed that relations to users involved in IT-projects are being looked into with interest in 
order to increase the success rate of IT projects. Factors such as user participation, user 
readiness, user responsibility, psychological mechanisms, etc., are being considered. 
Several theories and models have been put forward in this area. A deeper knowledge of 
the mechanisms involved could possibly be of use in future work and should be re-
searched. That could increase the success rate of future projects substantially.
Innovative use of IT is another area that has been given much attention in both academia 
and in the business world. Innovation methodology combined with IT is a possible area for 
development. Systematic use of techniques for creativity combined with development of 
new business models and novel ways of using technology is attracting much attention. The 
Norwegian government is publishing a paper at the end of the year with the purpose of 
strengthening the national innovation system. Birkeland Innovation at the University of 
Oslo is already engaged in a number of IT related projects.
The groupware project must be put on a firm basis with IFI and the design group. In order 
to make progress, a representative new user group must be created. The questions of 
user readiness, participation, organizational mechanisms and innovation must be looked 
into. Routines for systematic creativity and collaboration within the design groupʼs envi-
ronment must be established on a permanent basis to ensure success in future projects. 
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Appendix A
Questions for interview 1
These are the questions from the first interview. There is nothing in their answers that is 
incriminating so posting them should not be an ethical issue.
User 1. Technical knowledge
On a scale from 1 to 5 (1 is none, 5 is expert) how well do you know: 
HTML, CSS, Javascript, mobile devices (cell phones), interface design, pro-
gramming, tools for creating graphics
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Teaches interaction design, not technical 
Not technical, but expert with interface design and interaction design.
Medium technical knowledge, good with programming and interface design
No technical or interface design knowledge
No technical or interface design knowledge
No technical or interface design knowledge
Good with mobile phones. No other technical or interface design knowledge
Good programmer. No other technical or interface design knowledge
User 2. Current software
Which browser and platform are you normally on? 
What do you use for mail? 
Do you use a messenger?
1 Platform: Microsoft, Unix, Mac OS
Browser: Safari at home, Internet explorer at work
Mail: Entourage, webmail at work
No messenger
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User 2. Current software
Which browser and platform are you normally on? 
What do you use for mail? 
Do you use a messenger?
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Platform: Mac, Windows, Linux, Unix
Browser: Opera, firefox, safari
Mail: Webmail
Donʼt like messenger, donʼt use it
Platform: Windows, Symbian, Mac OS 
Browser: IE6
Mail: Outlook, webmail, Gmail
Messenger: Skype, MSN, Jabber
Platform: Windows
Browser: Firefox
Mail: Thunderbird
No messenger
Platform: Windows, Mac
Browser: IE6, Safari, Mozilla
Mail: Webmail
Messenger: Skype, chat and telephony
Platform: Windows
Browser: Firefox
Mail: Webmail
Messenger: MSN, Skype
Platform: Mac, Windows
Browser: Safari, IE6
Mail: Webmail
No messenger
Platform: Windows
Browser: IE6
Mail: Webmail
No messenger
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User 3. Work balancing and collaboration
Do you often work at projects within the group or do you work alone?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Mostly alone with teaching, projects and applications. Wants the group to 
work more together.
20% for the group. 30% alone, 40-50% teaching.
50 / 50 group work.
Doesnʼt work with the group. Works alone.
Some work together.
Mostly alone, not so much collaborating.
Some group work.
Doesnʼt work with the group.
User 4. Communication methods
How do you normally communicate with other group members?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Email, knock door. When people are not at their desk, sometimes sms.
Email, knock on doors.
Email, face to face, corridor, meetings. Mobile phone sometimes.
Email.
Face to face, knock on door, sms, email.
Knock on door, email.
Knock door, sms, email if sending documents.
Weekly meetings, supervision, email.
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User 5. Communication satisfaction
Do you think the groupʼs current way of communicating is working? 
If not, why not?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Too little communication, email takes a long time and is difficult. Wants a 
place to add links and conferences. Wiki is used, but no one else uses it.
Thinks it is not good enough. Email is not good enough because it is easy to 
lose track. Too many emails that are unnecessary. Want to be able to let the 
others know that there is lunch or coffee without knocking on each door.
Good communication. Email works fine. The cooperation is not detailed and 
thus they need nothing to improve it. The home page doesnʼt work, needs 
updating. Wants me to do something about it.
Ok communication. Doesnʼt know any other way of communicating.
Communicate well when messages are simple. Gets worse when the discus-
sions are complex and long.
Ok, donʼt communicate well with the ones that are not nearby.
Good communication.
Good communication.
User 6. Project status
When you are working on a project, how can you see or update the projectʼs 
status?
How do you know what to do next?
1
2
3
4
Uses email, wants to use groupware.
Has no good way to do it. Uses email.
Doesnʼt have it. Has Google Docs, uses it a little bit.
Wiki
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User 6. Project status
When you are working on a project, how can you see or update the projectʼs 
status?
How do you know what to do next?
5
6
7
8
No such software. Research is difficult, status is different. In research you 
donʼt depend on others. Gather data self. Depends on the size of the project.
Donʼt know how to do it. Thinks maybe they use something. Have used Goo-
gle Docs. Email.
Uses verbal communication. No dedicated software.
Email, manual version handling.
User 7. Document sharing
How do you share your documents?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Does not have an application. Gets difficult when sending docs with email, 
especially when editing documents, no version handling. Wants something 
better.
Email, post on web.
Share documents with email. Doesnʼt work good. Wants something light 
weight to upload so that it is not necessary to learn something new.
Donʼt have anything.
No way of sharing documents. Used google docs. Didnʼt like it. Did like Mar-
ratech, but didnʼt use it.
Donʼt know. Email.
Wiki to share documents, but donʼt use it. Uses email which is difficult if many 
works on the same document.
Web page.
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User 8. News (blog)
What kind of information would you want to be public and not?
Would you use this? What do you like? What do you not like?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Sort news entries. Put up seminars, disputes and interesting events. Wants 
no difference between private and public posts, not necessary.
Public is available for students, new course, events, pictures, links. Would 
use it. Likes it a lot.
Likes it, thinks it looks great visually. Looks easy to update. Likes public/
private feature. Thinks the group might need it. Information for guests and 
students. Thinks that it can be viewed upon as communication channels. Dis-
play info about what we do and what we want.
Would not use it. Thinks the information would not be updated. Would prefer 
messages or remove one of the possibilities, canʼt trust the system to deliver 
the messages and thus would use email. 100% that not everyone would use 
the feature.
Private posts are not necessary. Must be easy to update and must be kept 
updatable. 
Donʼt like it, would not use it. Thinks it is difficult to use, takes a long time. 
Would not want to log in anywhere. Would display info about seminars, visits, 
courses and news.
Likes it. Wants it to link to projects and courses. Would not use it. Can see 
other people use it. Would use it more as a reader, rather than contribute. 
Likes that the news are public and private. Likes it that is on the same page. 
Wants some way of getting notified of new messages outside of message in-
terface.
Wants to post lectures, links, images. Likes that they are private and public. 
Public for students, private for the group. Private should be meeting summa-
ries. About meeting, I am late, it is moved. Likes it.
Would only like public. Would use email if it was not public. Would not use it 
at all.
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User 9. People
What kind of information do you want others to see? 
Would you use this? What do you like? What do you not like?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Collage as group photo. Use existing images. Add a group with master stu-
dents as well.
Wants all on one page. Info about field of interest. Click and see more fea-
ture. Wants to add own picture but mentions official pictures. Thinks there 
might be an unofficial site in development i should take a look at. Add pic-
tures, texts, personal stuff.
Likes it. Looks good and good layout. Add telephone numbers. Wants it to 
conform to official site (new site).
Thinks it is ok.
Name, room number, phone. Better presented than old page. Like it. Must 
use it to know if sheʼd like it. If it was easy.
Enough information. Add link to projects and a little bit about background. Po-
sition. Information about what people are doing at the moment.
Wants to add CV, publications, affiliated projects, phone number, office num-
ber and description of how to find it. Include a floor plan and a map to locate 
each group member. Calendar with office hours. Like the layout of the busi-
ness cards. Alphabetic sorting. Wants to upload her own image.
Looks ok. Thinks it is fine.
User 10. Research
What kind of information would you like to have displayed here?
What kind of resources would you want to share? 
Would you use this? What do you like? What do you not like?
1
2
Wants private resources, links, conferences and literature. Include a classical 
texts list. Move research to resources. Wants to be able to add anything here.
Thinks it is very good. Wants to make this a summary and that you could click 
to go further. Wants internal documents. Articles, projects, short description 
and a library of media.
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User 10. Research
What kind of information would you like to have displayed here?
What kind of resources would you want to share? 
Would you use this? What do you like? What do you not like?
3
4
5
6
7
8
Project pages are important. Research projects. Thinks the page would not 
be updated enough to be interesting. Thinks it is very important that the group 
reflect that it knows design by having a beautiful and modern, interactive 
website.
Should be a list with links to projects and publications. Publications already 
exist in the database called Frida. Links to journals and conferences. Lists of 
links. Must be easy to update since things must be manually updated.
Nothing to say.
Information overload, wants visual cue. Image or icon to describe. Replace 
text with images if possible.
Wants research to link to their own project areas. Wants to be able to post 
Youtube video and other related media.
Add to project home page. Nothing else.
User 11. Teaching
What kind of information would you like to have displayed here?
Would you use this? What do you like? What do you not like?
1
2
3
4
5
6
Likes it. Would not have it. Research and teaching is what the group does, 
wants resources too, which is additional information. Wants to be able to add 
information for students, which courses you need for ID.
Likes it. Good with link to official sites.
Include master theses and courses. Maybe call it learning.
Thinks it is OK. Should just be a link to official pages. Thinks it is good that 
the courses for the design group is there.
Not so good with two places to update. Has an interface for updating web 
pages already called Frida. To  update their own course pages. Cumbersome 
to use, but maybe content management shouldnʼt be there at all. Nice to have 
a link and connect them to users.
Looks good.
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User 11. Teaching
What kind of information would you like to have displayed here?
Would you use this? What do you like? What do you not like?
7
8
Has not worked here a long time. Thinks it was difficult to find information 
about the courses on the official pages, likes that you can see all courses. 
Wants it to link to official site. Would not like that people can rate courses be-
cause of ethical reason, but thinks it is a good idea.
Would show fall courses at the top when fall and spring courses in spring. 
The ones that are not active at the bottom.
User 12. Messages
Who do you send messages to?
How do you send messages to them?
What kind of content does the messages contain?
As you have seen there are three ways of sending messages, one through 
news (blog), another through this messaging client and yet another using fast 
messages.
Which one would you prefer when communicating with your coworkers? 
Would you prefer email or sms over any of these?
Would you use this? What do you like? What do you not like?
1
2
No private messages, wants the website to be updated. Has not used a mes-
senger, donʼt like the drawer that slides up and down. Wants that the mes-
sages are not hidden, but ready to go at any time. Implies that she would not 
use it. Mentions levels of priority with messages. Likes the coffee function. 
Wants coffee message to die after 20 minutes.
Likes the coffee function and wants to be able to create own messages. Mes-
sages is good as is. Wants to be able to create groups based on projects or 
the sociality. Likes both interfaces, good with the contacts so you can select 
which ones you send a message to. Would use it before email. Does not like 
messenger and is not used to use it. Would use the news before messages.
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User 12. Messages
Who do you send messages to?
How do you send messages to them?
What kind of content does the messages contain?
As you have seen there are three ways of sending messages, one through 
news (blog), another through this messaging client and yet another using fast 
messages.
Which one would you prefer when communicating with your coworkers? 
Would you prefer email or sms over any of these?
Would you use this? What do you like? What do you not like?
3
4
5
6
Says why not use a messenger like Skype or MSN? But ok that it is there. 
Thinks people want to control the log. Old people would want to delete infor-
mation if there is a fight. Thinks maybe group communication would be good. 
Wants to be able to see who is on the contact list. Would take away private 
news and use this.
Would not use it. Would use email because he thinks no one would use it. 
Doesnʼt like it, would turn it off. Wouldnʼt want anyone to send him a mes-
sage. Would not use coffee feature, would use email.
Should be coupled with email. Would not use it if not. Would not use it, but 
thinks it cool. Maybe could use it if away from office. Could not break habits 
and use it. Says no one puts on coffee.
Likes the coffee function. Wants it to be modifiable. For meetings. Different 
sounds for different activity. Interesting that you could send messages to each 
other even if they are not logged in. Would use it for private messages, would 
use news for that. Sees it like a quick and dirty way of communicating, like 
SMS. Would prefer email for communicating. One more thing to do, yet an-
other place to go. Everyone must use it for it to be usable. Likes that she can 
talk to another person and that that person can talk to others at the same 
time.
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User 12. Messages
Who do you send messages to?
How do you send messages to them?
What kind of content does the messages contain?
As you have seen there are three ways of sending messages, one through 
news (blog), another through this messaging client and yet another using fast 
messages.
Which one would you prefer when communicating with your coworkers? 
Would you prefer email or sms over any of these?
Would you use this? What do you like? What do you not like?
7
8
Wants to be able to edit and delete messages. Must use it to see how it is. 
Would not use this. Would rather just talk to them. Would prefer news and not 
messages. Would use email, but depends on content. Messages must be 
support email sending. Everybody must use it for her to use it. Likes the cof-
fee function. Would like to make their own.
Would not use it. Would use email. Maybe good to log discussions there. Re-
quires tight integration with current email. Wants the coffee function on email. 
Thinks it would be good to make own templates. Doesnʼt know that I am do-
ing a masterʼs degree with this.
User 13. Mobile communication
Do you use internet with your mobile phone?
Would you want to be able to use the program from a mobile phone?
If so, which information would you like to have access to?
What kind of information would you send from a phone or pda?
1 Donʼt use mobile phone for internet. Thinks maybe it would be cool. Needs to 
update a public blog more often as opposed to a private one. 
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User 13. Mobile communication
Do you use internet with your mobile phone?
Would you want to be able to use the program from a mobile phone?
If so, which information would you like to have access to?
What kind of information would you send from a phone or pda?
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Not that often. Would like to access the application from mobile. Send mes-
sages about meetings. Would use messages with mobile phone. Would like 
to see news as well.
Uses internet with mobile phone. Would want to access all of the functionality 
with Opera Mini. Not through wap. Not upload.
No. Would use SMS. Would want to maybe see phone numbers. 
Donʼt use it. The display is too small, difficult to see, too slow. Would not want 
it to be on mobile.
Would not want it. Gets 1 to 5 emails for the group a week, so itʼs not neces-
sary.
Donʼt use a mobile phone. Would use messages if she would use it, but 
probably would not use it. 
Does not have a mobile.
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User 14. Additional functionality
Additional to the functionality you have been shown, what would you want? 
What other information would you like to share or have access to?
What would you take away?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Wants a marquee or flying banner to display recent messages or events. De-
scribes a workspace where you can add texts to share that is not finished, to 
discuss them with the group and have a place to post messages. Add search 
possibilities for private work, just for the group. Insert images as links. Move 
posts up and down. Add resources is very important. And use them to link to 
youtube, articles, links and literature. 
Think it is enough. Easy to grasp and easy to learn. Thinks maybe messages 
should be gone because she would use news more.
Would use other technologies when sending messages if it is not clearer what 
the application does and what it is for. Wants to integrate it with other applica-
tions.
Want to make it easier to update. If data is old or missing, all the functionality 
in the world wouldnʼt do any good. 
Must use it too see. Too abstract. Mentions sharing of documents. Thinks 
sending email is not good. Loses control over documents and versions. Mar-
ratech, Google Docs. Would not take away anything. Easy to grasp and clean 
design. 
Whiteboard like with Microsoft messenger. 
Nothing. Maybe if she used it. Would not take away anything or add anything.
Wants to sort courses based on quality, students should be able to rate 
courses. Popularity of course. Evaluate course. Wants to integrate to make 
people use it. Seems like it is easy to use.
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User 15. Customization
Would you like to be able to customize the program? If so, what?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Not important. Wants a simple design. Cool the way it is. Talks about a 
deeper navigation menu.
Wants possibility to change fonts and colors. Likes the current design. Wants 
to add sounds for events. Likes the sound for the coffee. Wants some settings 
for the application.
Would not want anything.
Not important. Wants clear fonts, not too small. Thinks the layout is ok, but 
should conform to official site. Doesnʼt care. Pages should be used with other 
groups.
No
Change font and color for messages to make it easy to see.
Likes the design, easy to grasp. A bit boring design. Customization not impor-
tant. Wants the page to conform to existing schemes. Wants the application 
to reflect that it is about design.
No, wants it to follow the official siteʼs standards.
User 16. Socialization
What is your favorite topic of discussion? 
Coffee or tea?
1
2
3
4
Would use resources to socialize and communicate to expand horizon.
Talks about regular stuff, current matters, funny things, private and work. 
Drinks a lot of coffee and tea.
Drinks coffee, tea, water, but doesnʼt say anymore. Says it is important with 
coffee breaks.
Talks about teaching. Drinks coffee, some tea.
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User 16. Socialization
What is your favorite topic of discussion? 
Coffee or tea?
5
6
7
8
Talks about current matters. Would want people to gather and drink coffee, 
socialize. Would like more informal meetings.
Didnʼt know that you could read email in the program. Thinks that would be 
cool. Hates that she has to use so many logins. Did not really answer the 
question. 
Talks about anything. Drinks some coffee, mostly tea. 
Professional talks mostly, but anything during lunch. Drinks coffee and water.
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Appendix B
Screenshots of the first prototype
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Screenshots of the second prototype
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Screenshots of the heuristic prototype
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